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1.1 Winter oilseed rape: history and economic importance  

Brassica vegetables and oilseeds were among the earliest plants widely cultivated as early as 

10,000 years ago. In India, archaeological findings indicate that oilseed Brassicas (probably 

B. rapa) were used as early as 4000 B.C. They spread into China and Japan approximately 

2,000 years ago, while swedes (B. napus ssp. napobrassica) were used in Europe at the time 

of the Roman Empire. B. rapa was utilised for oil purposes in northern Europe around the 

13th century and by the 16th century, oilseed rape was the major source of lamp oil. In 

Europe, systematic increase of cultivated area with oilseed rape did not happened until the 

18th century (Kimber and McGregor 1995). Oilseed rape (Brassica napus L, 2n=4x=38, 

AACC; also known as rapeseed or canola) evolved in different European climate zones and 

hence displays variation in vegetative growth and winter hardiness. It has a strong 

geographical differentiation into spring or winter rapeseed genotypes, differentiation under 

genetic control of vernalisation requirement and flowering time. Today, oilseed is the most 

heavily cultivated oilseed crop and a major source of biodiesel in Europe and is present in 

spring forms that do not require vernalisation in North America (particularly Canada) and 

some parts of China. Intermediary types of oilseed rape are suitable for Asia, the Indian 

subcontinent and Australia (Bus et al., 2011; Snowdon et al., 2006). Worldwide, oilseed rape 

is the third most important oilseed crop after soybean and oil palm that have greater oil 

productions (FAOSTAT data, 2015: http://faostat.fao.org/). Soybean produced, on a ten years 

average, 236 M metric tons (2004-2013), while oilseed rape recorded in the same timeframe a 

production of 57.6 M metric tons. During 2004-2013, oilseed rape was cultivated on 

approximately 31 M ha worldwide, mainly in Canada, China, the European Union, Australia 

and USA. France and Germany are the biggest oilseed rape producers in Europe, with 

cultivated surfaces of 1.43M ha and 1.4M ha, respectively. 
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Oilseed rape has an amphitetraploid genome and is the result of a recent spontaneous 

interspecific hybridisation between Brassica rapa (2n=2x=20, AA) and Brassica oleracea 

(2n=2x=18, CC) (U 1935). Oilseed rape contains the full intact chromosome complements of 

B. rapa and B. oleracea (Parkin et al., 1995; Axelsson et al., 2000). Friedt and Snowdon 

(2010) suggest that the initial allopolyploidization occurred as a result of co-cultivation of the 

diploid progenitors in close geographical proximity, in the Mediterranean region. Recently, 

Chalhoub et al., (2014) published the B. napus reference sequence and revealed that the 

oilseed rape genome has undergone 72-fold multiplications and has a high genetic 

redundancy. When comparing orthologous genes with the diploid progenitors, B. napus seems 

to not be older than 7,500 to 12,500 years, thus, a plant species with a relatively short 

domestication history. 

Oilseed rape brings high value in cereal crop rotations, by providing positive influence on 

yields of subsequent crops of wheat (Christen et al., 1992) and barley (Christen and Sieling, 

1993). Moreover, in many regions of central and northern Europe, Canada and Australia, 

oilseed rape has an essential role in soil rejuvenation and management of monocotyledonous 

cereal diseases and pests (Ryan et al., 2006). 

Within the last four decades, oilseed rape production increased strongly due to improvements 

in oil and meal quality through plant breeding, and substitution of fossil energy by clean, eco-

friendly, renewable energy resources. Seed quality breeding improved substantially in the last 

30 years, as oilseed rape started to be used for human consumption. However, breeding for 

so-called “double-low” (00) quality seeds with zero erucic acid and low glucosinolate content 

created a strong selection bottleneck and limited the genetic diversity in modern oilseed rape 

cultivars. Moreover, current winter oilseed rape cultivars are susceptible to attacks from a 

range of pathogens and an improvement of broad spectrum disease resistances is a continuing 

challenge for breeders. For example, rapid increase in the area cultivated has allowed severe 
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infections by soil-borne pathogens such as Verticillium longisporum (Dunker et al., 2008), 

Sclerotinia sclerotium (Wei et al., 2014) and Leptospheria maculans (Delourme et al., 2011) 

in major growing areas. 

 

1.2 Major fungal pathogens economic importance and lifecycles 

Major diseases of Brassica oilseeds are caused mainly by aerial and soil-borne root 

pathogens. Their economic importance varies according to geographical regions, as some 

diseases, for example Verticillium stem striping (Verticillium  longisporum), are more 

problematic for winter oilseed rape in Europe, whereas others are widespread and affect 

various crops, for example Sclerotinia stem rot (Sclerotinia sclerotium), clubroot 

(Plasmodiophora brassicae) or blackleg stem canker (Leptosphaeria maculans; anamorph 

Phoma lingam). 

Delourme et al. (2011) reviewed the most important diseases that cause important economic 

impacts on oilseed brassicas worldwide. Among them, four cause serious disease in winter 

oilseed rape in Europe. Blackleg is a worldwide disease that affects not only spring and winter 

forms of B. napus, but also B. juncea and B. rapa. Serious epidemics associated with blackleg 

have been spreading globally over the last 30 years in Australia, America and Europe 

(Howlett et al., 2015). Nowadays, blackleg also threatens oilseed rape production in China, 

where only L. biglobosa (anamorph P. biglobosus) is present and causes less damage (Fitt et 

al., 2006, 2008; Liu et al., 2014). Economically it was estimated that blackleg is most 

important disease of oilseed rape, causing yield losses in Europe, North America (especially 

Canada) and Australia of more than $900 M / £1000M per cropping season (Fitt et al., 2008; 

Fitt et al., 2011). In Canada, blackleg caused up to 50% yield losses in fields during the 

1980s, when a susceptible genotype was intensively cultivated by farmers (Juska et al., 1997). 

In the early 2000s, blackleg disease in Canada was more successfully controlled by improved 
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disease management, including use of resistant varieties and extended crop rotations (Kutcher 

et al., 2013). However, due to favourable economic returns, 2-year rotations systems that 

again led to the erosion of blackleg resistance have recently ganed in popularity again (Hwang 

et al., 2016). Furthermore, severe epidemics are predicted to increase in the context of global 

warming (Evans et al., 2008; Butterworth et al., 2010). 

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum is a necrotrophic pathogen that affects numerous agricultural crops 

around the world, most commonly in temperate regions (Willetts et al., 1980). It infects more 

than 400 different plant species, including soybean (Glycine max), chickpea (Cicer 

arietinum), sunflower (Hellianthus annuus) and oilseed rape (Bolton et al., 2006). Sclerotinia 

stem rot is reported to cause up to 80% yield losses on Brassica species in China (Mei et al., 

2011). Elsewhere, major losses in quality and yield reductions up to 50% have been reported 

(Uloth et al., 2013, 2014). Estimated costs of sclerotinia damage to the canola industry in 

Western Australia amount to more than 23 million $AUS per annum (Neik et al., 2017). 

Verticillium species also have a wide host range spanning more than 200 plant species, 

including the Solanaceae, for example tomato (S. lycopersicum), potato ( S. tuberosum) and 

eggplant (S. melongena), the Malvaceae, for example cotton (Gossipium arboreum), the 

Brassicaceae, for example oilseed rape (B. napus), along with important tree crops such as 

olive (O. europaea), pistachio (P. vera) and avocado (Persea americana) (Fravel and Larkin, 

1997). The species V. longisporum differs from other Verticillium species by being strongly 

restricted to Brassica species and by inducing premature ripening without classical wilt 

symptoms (Knufer, 2011). V. longisporum is a recent problem of B. napus cultivation, have 

become particularly widespread in cooler parts of Europe during recent decades and affecting 

winter oilseed rape (Evans et al., 2009) with yield losses up to 50 % (Dunker et al., 2008).  
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In contrast to S. sclerotiorum and L. maculans, which mainly cause infection of plant tissues 

above the soil surface, V. longisporum infects the oilseed rape via roots. Hence it may be 

referred to as a soil-borne, vascular plant pathogen.  

 

1.2.1. Blackleg/phoma stem canker 

In agro-ecosystems, epidemics may result from direct human intervention in decisions on 

succession of cropping seasons and increased adaptation in pathogen populations to host crop 

resistance mechanisms (Bousset et al., 2018). Leptosphaeria maculans is considered to be a 

monocyclic disease and an important cause of stem canker in oilseed rape (West et al., 2001). 

Blackleg epidemics are initiated in autumn, when classical leaf spots can be observed on 

oilseed rape leaves, persisting until early spring. Stem cankers develop later and can be 

observed from spring until harvest time. In Canada and Australia, secondary cycles of 

infection on leaf spots have been reported by Barbetti (1976) and Hall et al. (1996), however 

until today this has not been documented in European countries. Systematic growth of fungal 

hyphae lead to the development of cankers from the lead spots to petiole through xylem 

vessels and later to the plant stem base (Hammond et al., 1985; Travadon et al., 2009). Fungal 

hyphae can survive for long periods of time in stubble where fungicides treatments are not 

always efficient. Two fruiting bodies are known, namely pycnidia and pseudothecia. Asexual 

multiplication of L. maculans pycnidia and pseudothecia may be transmitted at short distances 

through rain splashes, for conidia (Pycnidiospores) or through ascospores transported by wind 

(Marcroft et al., 2004; Bousset et al., 2015).  

Infected stubbles are the major source of inoculum and contribute directly at transmission of 

fungal hyphae from one harvest to another, if crop management requirements are not met (Lo‐
Pelzer et al., 2009; Bousset et al., 2018).  
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1.2.2. Sclerotinia stem rot 

Sclerotinia stem rot, or white mould is caused by the fungal pathogen Sclerotinia sclerotiorum 

and has a very wide host range (Zhao et al., 2004). Infection occurs through mycelium or 

ascospore contact with senescent plant tissues. Generally, at flowering, ascospores colonise 

senescing flower petals, old or injured plant tissue, or petioles adjacent to the stem (Garg et 

al., 2010). The mycelium develops and spreads throughout infected tissues by producing 

enzymes that degrade cell wall components, such as keratin (Bolton et al., 2006). Disease 

symptoms become visible depending on the host species, the type of affected tissue and 

climatic conditions. In Brassica crops, infections cause pale or dark lesions on leaves that are 

irregular and necrotic. Lesions on stems are white to greyish in colour and develop close to 

the ground, eventually leading to premature wilting, stem breakage and collapse of plants.  

 

1.2.3. Verticillium stem striping 

In comparison with other Verticillium species, a major characteristic of V. longisporum is that 

it is able to change its lifestyle from a dormant phase to a parasitic or saprophytic phase 

(Eynck, 2009; Knufer, 2011). Microsclerotia are produced in the dormant phase and can 

survive for more than 10 years in soil (Heale and Karapapa, 1999). Microsclerotia present in 

soils start to geminate when they are stimulated by root exudates from host or non-host plants 

(Schnathorst, 1981). V. longisporum hyphae subsequently migrate towards the roots and the 

fungus penetrates directly into the root epidermal cells (Zhou et al., 2006; Eynck et al., 2007). 

Later, the fungus crosses into root cortex intra- and intercellularly before entering xylem 

vessels (Eynck et al., 2008). Here it uses compounds present in the xylem sap as a nutrient 

source, being well adapted to a nutrient-poor environment (Pegg and Brady, 2002). At plant 

senescence, the pathogen enters the parenchymatic cell. In later stages of its lifecycle the 

pathogen enters in a saprophytic phase and microsclerotia are formed in plant stems. 
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Afterwards, microsclerotia present in stem are released into the soil, where they represent a 

primary source of disease spread in upcoming years (Schnathorst, 1981; Neumann & 

Dobinson, 2003). First visual symptoms of Verticillium stem striping (VSS) occur at the 

beginning of plant ripening in field, when microsclerotia become visible beneath the 

epidermis and in the root tissue. Among the earlier symptoms, a discoloration and one-sided 

brownish stripes along the stem might be observed. A successful infection with V. 

longisporum restricts water and nutrient transportation by clogging the xylem vessels and 

causing premature ripening, even though wilt symptoms are not visible (Knufer, 2011).  

 

1.3 Breeding oilseed rape for disease resistance: genetics and genomics of disease 

resistance  

The increased demand for oil and vegetable production has intensified B. napus cultivation 

worldwide, but consequently also increased the incidence and severity of disease caused by 

various pathogens (Sanogo et al., 2015; Van de Wouw et al., 2016). Disease management 

options, as use of fungicides or cultural control measures, often offer inconsistent and 

expensive alternatives, especially for low input and low return crops. In recent years, many 

efforts have aimed at identifying resistance sources for major pathogens and studying the 

genetic determinism and mechanisms of the resistances towards breeding varieties with 

improved disease resistance (Delourme et al., 2011). Efficient host resistance represents a 

cost-effective and reliable method of disease control and resistance. Major fungal pathogens 

do not restrict themselves only to oilseed rape, and related species can also serve as hosts or 

resistance sources (Ren et al., 2016). Genetic diversity within and between Brassica crop 

species therefore represents an important tool for breeders. Moreover, other species within the 

Brassicaceae may be used as potential resource for qualitative resistance genes (R-genes) or 

quantitative resistance (resistance QTL) against different fungal pathogens. Breeding resistant 
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cultivars for blackleg, Sclerotinia stem rot and Verticillium stem striping represents a major 

component in disease resistance management.  

In general, for fungal pathogens two types of resistances are available: monogenic and 

polygenic resistance, which operate during different plant development stages. Monogenic or 

qualitative resistance is expressed in plant seedlings up to adult plant stage and is considered 

to be controlled by R-genes or single-gene, race specific resistance. Polygenic or quantitative 

adult-plant resistance is considered as partial resistance that is mediated by many resistance 

factors of quantitative trait loci (QTL). Infected plants cope with pathogens either through 

large effect resistance genes (R-genes), moderate effect QTL, or a mixture of both categories. 

Genetic studies in oilseed rape have identified specific major genes involved in disease 

resistance for blackleg (Delourme et al., 2006; Rimmer, 2006), but also QTL regions with low 

to moderate effects (Raman et al., 2012, 2013; Kumar et al., 2018). Qualitative resistance in 

normally expressed starting with the seedling stage and is based on gene-for-gene 

interactions. Until now, more than fifteen race-specific resistance genes, known as Rlm-genes, 

have been mapped in Brassicas on different chromosomes, or introgressed in B. napus from 

related Brassica species (Delourme et al., 2006; Balesdent et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2013). Most 

of these genes (i.e. Rlm1-Rlm11 and LepR1-LepR4) are organized in R-gene clusters on 

different chromosomes of oilseed rape (Delourme et al., 2004). Although monogenic 

resistance is very efficient for specific fungal races, it exerts strong selection pressure and 

forces pathogens to rapidly evolve and adapt. Therefore, cultivars that rely solely on R-gene 

resistances can lose their effectiveness in few years if repeatedly cultivated on extensive 

growing areas (Rouxel et al., 2003). 

Polygenic (quantitative) resistance is considered as non-race specific and more durable than 

qualitative resistance (Poland et al., 2009). QTL effectiveness is known to vary between 

seasons due to high environmental constraints. Brun et al. (2010) suggested that the 
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combination of qualitative and quantitative resistances in cultivars is an effective method to 

improve durability of blackleg disease resistance in oilseed rape. In addition, combined Rlm6 

and quantitative resistance provided effective disease resistance to blackleg for seven years in 

a susceptible background (Delourme et al., 2014). In adult plants, resistance QTL limit the 

development of necrosis at stem basis (Delourme et al., 2006; Rimmer, 2006; Raman et al., 

2013; Larkan et al., 2016). Jestin et al. (2015) used a B. napus multi-cross design to identify 

diversity of quantitative blackleg resistance among different- and specific- genetic 

backgrounds. Larkan et al. (2016) carried out a multi-environment study and identified 

cysteine-rich protein kinase genes, but also four significant QTL in spring B. napus. Although 

quantitative resistance could be mapped only in the absence of major R-genes, quantitative 

resistance in elite varieties could represent a long-term solution for effective disease control 

(Pilet-Nayel et al., 2017).  

The French winter oilseed rape cultivar ‘Darmor’ has been used as a source of resistance to 

blackleg in different genetic backgrounds (Pilet et al., 2001; Jestin et al., 2011). Results 

showed that not only the environment but also the genetic make-up of genotypes has an 

impact on QTL detection (Pilet et al., 2001). In literature, it was reported that some 

environmental conditions, especially temperature, are influencing monogenic- and polygenic-

mediated resistance mechanisms against L. maculans (Huang et al., 2006, 2009). In Australia, 

QTL analysis also showed the strong influence of environment on resistance QTL mapping 

(Raman et al., 2012). Genotype × environment interactions represent an important limiting 

factor for the use of resistance QTL in breeding (Poland et al., 2009). Therefore, it is essential 

for commercial breeding purposes to identify environmental stable QTL and develop oilseed 

rape cultivars with effective resistance in diverse environments. 

Sclerotinia stem rot has a wide host range, including species outside the Brassicaceae family 

(Zhao et al., 2004). Monogenic disease resistance control by single dominant genes against 
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S. sclerotiorum has been found in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris; Schwartz et al., 2006; 

Viteri & Singh, 2015). Although it is possible that monogenic resistance is present in Brassica 

species, to date only hypersensitive responses were observed on stem tests (Uloth et al., 2013; 

You et al., 2016) or cotyledons (Garg et al., 2008; Uloth et al., 2014; Ge et al., 2015). 

Identification of genetic regions involved in disease control has been hampered by many 

inconsistencies, such as time period and type of inoculation methods, use of various isolates 

and other. Li et al. (2015) reported that expression of stem resistance is independent of 

flowering time, whereas the type and time of inoculation are major factors contributing to 

delayed plant-pathogen antagonistic interactions. Nevertheless, cultivars known as highly 

resistant to Sclerotinia stem rot in one experimental design can be susceptible in another 

(Neik et al., 2017).  

Only a very low level of quantitative resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot is present in modern 

European oilseed rape varieties. Therefore, management strategies for disease control 

currently rely on fungicide application. So far, no major monogenic resistance (R-genes) have 

been identified for this disease in oilseed rape (Wu et al., 2016). However, some authors 

identified potential NBS-LRR class candidate genes on chromosomes A06 and C07 of the B. 

napus reference genome (Li et al., 2015), while Mei et al. (2013) identified other candidate R 

genes belonging to the CC-NBS-LRR class on chromosome A09. Interestingly, the majority 

of Sclerotinia stem rot resistance QTL have been identified in the C sub-genome, indicating 

that B. oleracea and other C-subgenome donor species may be a good source of resistance for 

S. sclerotiorum. This was recently reported for B. oleracea var. capitata genotypes from 

China with high level of stem and leaf resistances (You et al., 2016). Other QTL regions have 

been identified in Chinese semi-winter varieties (Zhao et al., 2006). However, in studies that 

use diverse Brassica populations from different geographical areas, no correlation could be 

seen between leaf and stem disease resistance scoring (Uloth et al., 2013; You et al., 2016). 

Instead, Sclerotinia stem rot resistance screening in stem and leaf tests is strongly influenced 
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by host subpopulations. In oilseed rape, a QTL region on chromosome C2 responsible for 

stem resistance was found to be homoeologous with the corresponding region on chromosome 

A2 (Wei et al., 2014). The existence of conserved syntenic regions involved in Sclerotionia 

stem rot control suggests that resistance genes could be inherited from a common ancestral 

species.  

Within the Brassicas, the B genome of B. nigra) was reported to carry promising Sclerotinia 

stem rot resistance loci (Navabi et al., 2010). Across many Australian B. napus varieties that 

carry B. carinata introgressions, a high level of resistance loci were identified (Uloth et al., 

2013). Garg et al. (2010) showed that introgressions from wild weedy Brassicaceae, 

especially Erucastrum cardaminoides or Diplotaxis tenuisiliqua, into B. napus contributed 

high levels of disease resistance to S. sclerotium.  

As a soilborne vascular disease, Verticillium stem striping on oilseed rape cannot be 

controlled using conventional management or fungicides. Hence, long-term control can only 

be achieved with cultivars carrying effective quantitative disease resistance. Breeding for 

resistance is a major challenge and, until now, European cultivars carry only low or moderate 

levels of resistance against. For example, the old oilseed rape cultivar Express is considered 

moderately V. longisporum-tolerant. Within the Brassica genus, potentially useful disease 

resistance sources were identified in the diploid B. oleracea and B. rapa species (Eynck et al., 

2009). Generally, B. oleracea genotypes that have high levels of erucic acid and 

glucosinolates in the seed were described as carriers of various levels of resistance to V. 

longisporum (Rygulla et al., 2007). However, use of such materials in breeding is complicated 

because of its negative influence on seed quality and flowering/adaptation traits.  

Rygulla et al. (2007) produced resynthesized forms of B. napus by crossing B. rapa (syn. 

campestris; genome AA, 2n=20) with different B. oleracea (genome CC, 2n=18) subspecies 

exhibiting partial resistance to Verticillium stem striping combined with zero erucic acid and 
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variable glucosinolates content in the seeds. Using a segregating B. napus population of 163 

doubled haploid (DH) lines, two major QTL regions with significant effects in multiple 

environments on resistance to V. longisporum were mapped on C-genome linkage groups N14 

and N15 (since renamed as chromosomes C04 and C05, respectively), along with minor QTL 

on N6 (A06) and N18 (C09), respectively (Rygulla et al., 2008). In a different DH population, 

Express 617 x R53, genetic analysis identified a major QTL for Verticillium stem striping on 

chromosome C05 and another minor QTL on chromosome C01 (Obermeier et al., 2013). The 

resistance alleles detected on chromosome C05 originated from the resynthesized B. napus 

parent R53, while the allele at the minor QTL on chromosome C01 originated from the 

commercial cultivar, Express 617. Hossain (2014) demonstrated that flanking markers derived 

from the major V. longisporum resistance QTL on chromosome C05 are identical among the 

two previous studies. This indicates that the resistance allele is present and stable in very 

different C genome genetic backgrounds, allowing breeders to use it in marker-assisted 

breeding for transfer of resistance to Verticillium stem striping. By combining minor and 

major resistance QTL from different genetic origins, breeders have the potential to use 

marker-assisted pyramiding strategies for an effective combination of resistance alleles from 

synthetic donors and elite breeding lines. These results highlight the importance of 

quantitative disease resistance studies in order to identify stable resistance for breeding and 

improve understanding of the disease resistance mechanisms. 

Molecular markers derived from resistance QTL with high effects are a valuable resource for 

breeding of new B. napus cultivars with effective resistance against monogenic or/and 

polygenic diseases. Utilisation of marker information, careful selection of pathotypes, 

inoculation methods and new technologies such as next-generation sequencing, gene 

expression profiling and others could increase our understanding of interaction between the 

host and pathogen and help to identify resistance loci.  
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Until now, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to identify resistance 

alleles in many agronomical important crops. Key examples include resistances against stem 

rust (Zhang et al., 2014) or tan spot (Kollers et al., 2014) and spot blotch in wheat (Ayana et 

al., 2018), southern leaf blight (Kump et al., 2011) or head smut in maize (Wang et al., 2012), 

blast disease in rice (Wang et al., 2014), along with blackleg disease (Fopa Fomeju et al., 

2014; Luo et al., 2017) and Sclerotinia stem rot (Wei et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017) in oilseed 

rape. 

 

1.4 Structural genome diversity and disease resistance 

There is growing evidence that small, medium and long range structural genome variation 

plays a major role in determining important agronomical traits (Saxena et al., 2014; Żmieńko 

et al., 2014; Schiessl et al., 2017a). Oilseed rape has become an important model crop for 

studies of the influence of structural genome rearrangements arising during polyploidisation 

on agronomic traits (Chalhoub et al., 2014, Mason & Snowdon 2016). Samans et al. (2017) 

observed in 32 natural and 20 synthetic allotetraploid oilseed rape accessions that structural 

variation plays a key role in plant adaptation and affects, in particular, genes responsible from 

stress responses. In both types of material a selection bias towards homeologous chromosome 

exchanges among the large genomic segments from the C-subgenome with smaller A-

subgenome segments was observed that seems to be a source of novel genetic diversity. 

Within a region frequently affected by structural variations, 8 to 14 toll interleukin-1 receptor-

class nucleotide binding site–leucine-rich repeat (TIR-NBS-LRR) immune receptor genes 

were deleted in natural B. napus. Also, Higgins et al. (2018) suggested that in extreme cases, 

B. napus could be affected by rearrangements ranging up to 40 Mb. Such events might have 

shaped the evolution of the modern oilseed rape cultivars, with zero erucic acid and low 

glucosinolate content in seeds. The major loci controlling low glucosinolates in modern 
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cultivars underwent a loss of the C-subgenome copy of a MYB 28 transcription factor and 

replacement with a non-functional copy. Similarly, on the A02/C02 chromosomes 

homoeologous genomic exchanges determinate the generation of CNV/PAV for the flowering 

time genes (FLC) (Schiessl et al., 2017a,b) and Cinnamoyl‐CoA‐reductase (CCR1) genes 

involved in seed fibre and seed colour (Stein et al., 2017). Hurgobin et al. (2018) constructed 

a B. napus pangenome using the 32 natural and 20 synthetic genotypes and showed that gene 

presence/absence variation (PAV) is an important genetic contributor to novel diversity in 

oilseed rape. More than 38% of genes were estimated in this study to be affected by presence-

absence variation. In the same study, a total of 307 typical R-genes were identified and it was 

observed that in natural B. napus genotypes on average 126 genes were lost while in synthetic 

material 107 genes were lost, respectively. Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of all 

predicted PAV genes suggested that genome duplications or deletions are affecting, in 

particular, genes involved in plant-type hypersensitive responses and produce novel 

phenotypic diversity. Nowadays, identification of extent and impact of these structural 

variants in crop genomes has become feasible with ongoing advances in genome sequencing 

technologies and simple, cost-effective, high-throughput genotyping tools. Methods, tools and 

examples are described in detail in Chapter 2. 

 

1.5 Aim and objectives of this study 

Improvement of disease resistance in oilseed rape should rely on the exploitation of state-of-

the-art technologies and the wide genetic diversity existing in different Brassica species. The 

simultaneous investigation of resistance factors and structural genetic diversity in oilseed rape 

and its progenitors for multiple diseases is crucial to increase our knowledge on plant-

pathogen interactions and identification of resistance alleles. From previous results, it can be 

deduced that many linkage groups carry genes or QTL for resistance and that some genomic 
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regions seem to be involved in resistance to different pathogens (Delourme et al., 2011). 

However, the precise comparison of the localization of resistance factors was difficult so far, 

due to the low number of common molecular markers between the different maps deriving 

from various materials. The overriding aim of this thesis was to develop and test new methods 

for discovery of structural genome variants associated with quantitative disease resistances in 

oilseed rape.  

Chapter 2 discusses the origins of structural genome variation in crops from ancient and 

recent polyploidization and genome duplication events, and reviews modern methods to assay 

such variants in crop populations in order to find associations with phenotypic traits. Recent 

studies showed that gene presence-absence and copy number variation are at the heart of 

adaptive variation of crops to counter biotic stress factors. Chapter 3 describes a novel method 

that allows recovery of valuable information from single nucleotide absence polymorphism 

(SNaP) markers by population-based quality filtering of SNP hybridization data. Including 

SNaP markers in genetic analyses elucidated segregation of small to large-scale structural 

variants in a B. napus nested association mapping (NAM) population. Numerous new 

resistance QTL were identified for two major fungal diseases of oilseed rape, Sclerotinia stem 

rot and blackleg disease. This strategy might also be applicable for genetic mapping in many 

other agronomical important crop species. Although in the literature there are many reports on 

the prevalence of copy number variation (CNV) and presence-absence variation (PAV) in 

crop species, until now their influence on quantitatively inherited agronomic traits is still 

largely unclear. Chapter 4 analyses and debates the association of gene PAV with resistance 

of oilseed rape (Brassica napus) against the important fungal pathogen V. longisporum, as an 

example for a complex, quantitative disease resistance in the strongly rearranged genome of a 

recent allopolyploid crop species. Overall, the results demonstrate the prominent role of PAV 

in determining agronomic traits, suggesting that this important class of polymorphism should 

be exploited more systematically in future breeding. 
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Abstract

Key message Structural genome variation is a major determinant of useful trait diversity. We describe how genome 

analysis methods are enabling discovery of trait-associated structural variants and their potential impact on breeding.

Abstract As our understanding of complex crop genomes continues to grow, there is growing evidence that structural genome 

variation plays a major role in determining traits important for breeding and agriculture. Identifying the extent and impact 

of structural variants in crop genomes is becoming increasingly feasible with ongoing advances in the sophistication of 

genome sequencing technologies, particularly as it becomes easier to generate accurate long sequence reads on a genome-

wide scale. In this article, we discuss the origins of structural genome variation in crops from ancient and recent genome 

duplication and polyploidization events and review high-throughput methods to assay such variants in crop populations in 

order to find associations with phenotypic traits. There is increasing evidence from such studies that gene presence–absence 

and copy number variation resulting from segmental chromosome exchanges may be at the heart of adaptive variation of 

crops to counter abiotic and biotic stress factors. We present examples from major crops that demonstrate the potential of 

pangenomic diversity as a key resource for future plant breeding for resilience and sustainability.

Introduction: the discovery of structural 
variation

With rapidly increasing sophistication in genome analy-

sis technologies, there is growing evidence that genome-

wide structural variation (SV) is a major factor underlining 

observed phenotypic variation in eukaryotic organisms. The 

first report of genic SV affecting a phenotype dates back 

more than 80 years, when Bridges (1936) discovered that 

a duplication of the Bar gene is associated with small eyes 

in the fruit fly, Drosophila. Genomic rearrangements have 

been studied extensively in humans due to their association 

with a range of diseases. Particularly copy number variation 

(CNV), an important class of structural variation, has been 

discovered to be causal for various autoimmune disorders 

(Mamtani et al. 2010), including susceptibility to human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection (Gonzalez 2005), 

Parkinson’s disease (Singleton 2003) and Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (Rovelet-Lecrux et al. 2006; Escaramís et al. 2015). 

Mounting evidence supporting the importance of SV in 

human genetics led to the study of the same phenomena 

in animal species, where numerous examples have been 

discovered for a role of SV in important traits, for exam-

ple in mice (Keane et al. 2014), cattle (Fadista et al. 2010), 

pigs (Esteve-Codina et al. 2013), sheep (Liu et al. 2013) 

and horses (Ghosh et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014). Structural 

variations were initially thought to be rare in plants, but this 

perspective changed dramatically with the realization that 

almost all flowering plants derived from multiple rounds of 

ancient or recent polyploidization (Vialette-Guiraud et al. 

2011; Van de Peer et al. 2009; Alix et al. 2017). The ability 

to generate reference genome sequences even for complex 

crop plant genomes (Edwards et al. 2013) combined with 

decreased costs associated with de novo genome assembly 

and resequencing have accelerated the study of SV (Voss-

Fels and Snowdon 2016). Numerous recent reports have 

clearly demonstrated that both small and large genomic 
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rearrangements can cause major phenotypic variance affect-

ing an array of important traits in crops (Saxena et al. 2014; 

Neik et al. 2017; Żmieńko et al. 2014; Schiessl et al. 2017a).

Diversity of structural variants

Genome structural variants occur in diverse forms including 

translocations, inversions, insertion/deletion polymorphisms 

(InDels), copy number variation (CNV), or simple variation 

in microsatellite repeat number. Traditionally, InDels have 

been defined as short presence/absence nucleotide polymor-

phism ranging from 1 to 50 bp in length, whereas a variable 

number of copies for larger DNA segments, ranging from 

a few hundred bp to several kb, is generally referred to as 

CNV. Gene CNV represents the most intensively studied 

class of SV associated directly with trait variation, whereby 

variants affecting intergenic regions, splicing variants and/

or regulatory factors could also infer SV–trait associations. 

This can be mainly attributed to their ease of detection using 

simple molecular biology methods. Presence–absence varia-

tion (PAV) represents an extreme form of CNV where whole 

genomic segments are deleted from individuals within a 

population (Saxena et al. 2014). Different kinds of SV can 

occur independently or simultaneously, resulting in complex 

genome alterations. Many important crop genomes arose 

from multiple polyploidy events, in some cases involving 

widespread recombination among homoeologous (related 

but non-homologous) chromosomes. Such exchanges can 

result in both reciprocal or non-reciprocal exchanges. The 

latter, often referred to as homoeologous non-reciprocal 

transpositions, or HNRT (Parkin et al. 1995; Pires et al. 

2004; Gaeta and Chris Pires 2010), can lead to loss or gain 

of DNA fragments on related chromosome homoeologues 

and consequently to PAV and CNV. As described in more 

detail later in this review, examples in recent allopolyploids 

like Brassica napus have demonstrated that this kind of 

exchange during early rounds of polyploidization can be a 

key driver of modern crop genome diversity and phenotypic 

plasticity (Chalhoub et al. 2014; Samans et al. 2017; Hur-

gobin et al. 2017).

Origins of SV

Various cellular mechanisms can trigger generation of 

SV during meiotic or mitotic cell division. SV events are 

caused by recombination errors, like non-allelic homolo-

gous recombination (NAHR) (Lupski 1998), DNA break 

repair errors, such as non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 

(Moore and Haber 1996), or replication errors, includ-

ing fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS) (Lee 

et al. 2007) and microhomology-mediated break-induced 

replication (MMBIR) (Hastings et al. 2009). NHEJ can be 

triggered by misguided fusion of double-strand breaks in 

DNA, often resulting in insertions and/or deletions; how-

ever, in rare cases NHEJ might also generate translocations 

(McVey and Lee 2008). FoSTeS/MMBIR is another cel-

lular mechanism causing major structural variations (for 

example large rearrangements, inversions, duplications 

and translocations) ranging in size from a few kb to several 

Mb and involves fork stalling and polymerase switching 

at a nearby single-stranded DNA (Stankiewicz and Lup-

ski 2010). The most likely cause of much of the CNVs 

observed in plants is NAHR, which is largely the result of 

misalignment in genomic regions housing highly identical 

sequences, such as repetitive DNA, leading to duplica-

tion or deletion of genomic segments and thus copy num-

ber variants. Segmental duplications appear when highly 

homologous genomic regions (more than 95%) are physi-

cally positioned at distances from a few kb to some Mb 

from one another. Furthermore, depending on the orienta-

tion of the homology, NAHR could also cause deletions 

(upstream orientation on the same chromosome), inversion 

(downstream orientation on the same chromosome) and 

translocation (located on different chromosomes) (Sharp 

et al. 2006). The abundance of repetitive sequences in 

plant genomes varies widely, with published frequencies 

ranging from around 10% in Arabidopsis (The Arabidop-

sis Genome Initiative 2000) to more than 85% (in wheat) 

(Appels et al. 2018). The prevalence of repetitive DNA, 

in particular in larger crop genomes, could promote the 

generation of dosage effects for particular sets of genes, 

partly explaining the large adaptive phenotypic variation 

existing within the plant kingdom.

Changes in ploidy can also lead to generation of SV in 

plants. The majority of angiosperms studied to date show 

evidence of polyploidization and/or whole-genome dupli-

cation in their evolutionary history, and most modern crop 

species have undergone recent genome duplication events 

that are now known to have played a significant role in dic-

tating their path to adaptation (Fig. 1). Some major crops 

contain multiple copies of entire chromosomes from sponta-

neous genome duplication of the same species, for example 

autopolyploid potato (Solanum tuberosum; 2n = 4x = 48), 

while others arose from interspecific hybridization of sub-

genomes among distinct, yet related species, for example 

allohexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum; 2n = 6x = 42) 

or allotetraploid oilseed rape/canola (Brassica napus; 

2n = 4x = 38). Many older crop species arose by ancient 

duplications and paleopolyploidization. For example, the 

diploid cabbage species Brassica oleracea (2n = 2x = 18) 

and Brassica rapa (2n = 2x = 20) represent paleohexaploids 

which have returned to a diploid state by genome fractiona-

tion (Lagercrantz et al. 1996; Tang et al. 2012; Parkin et al. 

2014).
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Visualization of large-scale SV

Classical cytology first identified evidence of large-scale 

chromosomal aberrations in cereals (e.g. Sears 1939), 

which were later confirmed as translocations using early 

molecular marker technologies (e.g. Gale and Devos 

1998). Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) was 

one of the very first methods to visualize large-scale SVs. 

With CGH it is possible to detect and map relative DNA 

sequence copy number between genomes, by hybridizing 

fluorescently labelled DNA from each source genome 

to metaphase chromosome spreads or genome-wide 

sequence arrays. An increase or decrease in copy num-

ber of genomic DNA (corresponding to segmental SV) 

can then be detected by measuring the florescence ratios 

between the two coloured fluorophores (Kallioniemi et al. 

1992). The resolution of CGH via in situ hybridization 

is relatively low, with segmental SV events only visible 

at megabase scale, whereas array-based CGH (aCGH) 

can resolve smaller SV events down to a few kilobases in 

size. For example, Yu et al. (2011) were able to detect 641 

CNVs ranging from 1.1 to 180.7 kb between two rice cul-

tivars using aCGH. Large SV events can also be visualized 

directly at the chromosome level using molecular cytoge-

netic techniques such as fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH) and genomic in situ hybridization (GISH) (Xiong 

et al. 2011; Chester et al. 2012; Horn et al. 2002; Snow-

don 2007). These techniques allow physical analysis of 

chromosomes using chromosome arm ratios, mapping of 

heterochromatic regions, bacterial artificial chromosome 

probes (BAC-FISH) containing specific repeat sequences 

or molecular karyotyping of chromosome-specific probes 

(Xiong and Pires 2011). FISH has been used successfully 

in maize to analyse B chromosome non-disjunction due 

to r-X1 deficiency (Tseng et al. 2017). Furthermore, the 

technique has been used to map homoeologous exchanges 

associated with agronomic traits in polyploid crop 

genomes. Stein et al. (2017) used BAC-FISH to identify 

homoeologous exchanges between two B. napus chromo-

somes associated with a QTL for seed fibre content. In 

potato, FISH was used to identify CNV associated with 

plant growth and developmental traits (Iovene et al. 2013), 

while Ali et al. (2016) used FISH in wheat to validate 

introgression of alien DNA segments that led to mosaic 

virus resistance. Before the availability of cheap, high-

throughput genome sequencing, hybridization methods 

provided a relatively simple and low cost option for visu-

alizing large SV events at the chromosomal level; however, 

finer resolution is required for detection of smaller SV 

events. With sufficient sequence depth, approaches based 

on next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies pro-

vide an ideal solution.

(a)

Auto-polyploidisation

Solanum stenotomum (2x)

Solanum tuberosum (2x)

S. tuberosum (4x) S. tuberosum (4x) S. tuberosum (4x) S. tuberosum (4x)

PAV CNV Translocations

Yield

Allo-polyploidisation

Brassica oleracea (2x)Brassica rapa (2x)

Yield YieldYield

PAV CNV HNRT

(b)

B. napus (4x) B. napus (4x) B. napus (4x) B. napus (4x)

Fig. 1  Origins of different kinds of structural variants in autopoly-

ploid and allopolyploid crops from segmental chromosome rearrange-

ments, illustrated by the coloured bars with examples from a autopol-

yploid potato (Solanum tuberosum, 2n = 4x = 48) and b allopolyploid 

rapeseed/canola (Brassica napus, 2n = 4x = 38). Autotetraploid S. 

tuberosum arose from a spontaneous genome duplication (auto-poly-

ploidization) of the diploid progenitor S. stenotomum/S. tuberosum 

(2n = 2x = 24), while B. napus arose from interspecific hybridization 

between the diploid progenitor species B. oleracea (2n = 2x = 18) and 

B. rapa (2n = 2x = 20). SV linked to adaptive and agronomic diversity 

is represented as presence–absence variation (PAV), copy number 

variation (CNV), translocations and homoeologous non-reciprocal 

transpositions (HNRT)
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Sequencing-based SV detection

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches have accel-

erated the process of assembling plant reference genomes 

to a speed and accuracy that was unimaginable a decade 

ago. Furthermore, availability of methods to detect single 

nucleotide differences between genomes using whole-

genome sequencing data, high-coverage exome sequence 

data or sequence capture data has been a major break-

through in deciphering complex SV (Chen et al. 2008; 

Schiessl et al. 2017b). One of the key advantages of NGS-

based methods for SV detection is the resolution that can 

be achieved by using such approaches. To date, sequenced 

reference genomes of varying quality are available for 

over 200 plant species, including most major crops (see 

http://www.plabi pd.de/timel ine_view.ep for an up-to-date 

overview of published plant reference genomes). As the 

quality of reference genome assemblies for more complex 

genomes continues to improve, for example by utilization 

of new methods like chromatin conformation associations 

(e.g. Mascher et al. 2017 or long-read single-molecule 

sequencing (Jiao et al. 2017), our ability to utilize genome-

wide or targeted resequencing techniques for SV analysis 

in large populations will become even more powerful. 

Early whole-genome resequencing studies in major crops 

with relatively simple genomes, like sorghum, used refer-

ence-based read-mapping approaches to identify genome-

wide SNP and small-scale SV. For example, Mace et al. 

(2013) identified 1.9 million InDels, including specific 

gene PAV associated with domestication and breeding, 

in high-coverage resequencing data from 44 genetically 

and geographically diverse Sorghum bicolor accessions. 

Different approaches have been developed for characteri-

zation of SVs from NGS reads, including combinations 

of read depth (RD), paired read (PR) and split read (SR) 

analysis along with de novo sequence assemblies in order 

to address more complex genomic re-arrangements.

Algorithms for RD analysis rely on the density of 

sequenced reads aligned to a locus in a reference genome 

for CNV identification (Alkan et al. 2009; Li and Olivier 

2013). In crops, RD approaches focused mainly on calling 

of large SV, for example in resequencing data from sor-

ghum (Zheng et al. 2011) or rapeseed (Samans et al. 2017). 

RD-based methods can detect deletions and duplications 

very effectively. However, limitations of the read length 

and the quality and coverage of the available reference 

genomes reduce the efficacy of this approach for detect-

ing insertions or translocations. Furthermore, it should be 

noted that RD-based approaches are highly sensitive to 

library preparation methods. For example, PCR amplifica-

tion during the sequencing library preparation can lead to 

either over-representation or complete absence of certain 

genomic regions that are difficult to amplify, which would 

be interpreted as duplication and deletion events, respec-

tively, using an RD sensing algorithm. Therefore, stringent 

normalization of read depth is required to remove any kind 

of bias introduced by the library preparation. These limita-

tions can be somewhat overcome by paired-end sequenc-

ing of single DNA fragments (paired reads). Since the 

sequencing library is enriched for a particular fragment 

size, the distance between the paired reads is pre-defined. 

Any insertion or deletion between the paired reads would 

result in a deviation from the expected mapping distance; 

hence, abnormally mapped read pairs might indicate the 

presence of SV (Korbel et al. 2007). Different types of 

SV can be mapped using paired reads, for example dele-

tions or insertions (when paired reads align further apart 

or closer than expected), inversions (when the orienta-

tion of paired reads is inverted) or translocations (when 

each of the paired reads maps to different chromosomes). 

This approach is still highly dependent on the read cover-

age, size and number of repetitive elements in the genome 

and the quality of the reference genome, and paired read 

methods are best suited for detection of medium-sized 

insertions and deletions. However, they might not be the 

best choice for identification of small insertion or deletion 

events, due to the difficulty in distinguishing small devia-

tions in read–pair distance from technical errors. Split read 

algorithms provide an alternative which also makes use of 

paired-end sequencing. Split read algorithms depend on 

accurate mapping of one of the reads from a pair, while 

the other read maps only partially to the reference genome 

(Ye et al. 2009). When reads align right across a SV break 

point, precise calling of breakpoints can be achieved. 

However, with short read NGS technologies this type of 

approach is only useful for detecting small-sized SV (Ye 

et al. 2009; Schröder et al. 2014). New opportunities to 

overcome these problems using long-read sequencing are 

described later in this review.

One major bottleneck of the methods described above is 

the availability of high-quality reference genomes. De novo 

genome sequence assembly provides the optimal method 

for fine-scale SV detection, but until now assembly based 

pangenome approaches have been largely prevented by high 

cost and time constraints (Hajirasouliha et al. 2010). How-

ever, costs can be significantly reduced using reduced-rep-

resentation sequencing approaches which only address part 

of the whole genome. Reduced-representation sequencing 

can be achieved either by selection of restriction fragments 

for sequencing or by designing baits to capture certain inter-

esting regions of the genome. Whole-exome sequencing is 

an example of such an approach which reduces computing 

and sequencing costs by focusing only on protein-coding 

regions. This reduces the capacity to detect large SV, but can 

potentially identify causal CNV when sequencing coverage 
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is sufficient. Exome capture has not yet been used exten-

sively in crops, but recently a capture array was developed 

for barley to assay species-wide sequence diversity and SV 

(Mascher et al. 2013). Alternatively, targeted gene sequenc-

ing provides opportunities to capture sequence variants for 

specific panels of target genes, for example for QTL regions 

(e.g. Clarke et al. 2013) or specific biological pathways 

(Schiessl et al. 2017a). However, sequence capture does rely 

on hybridization capture and amplification steps which raise 

costs of library preparation and can also lead to normaliza-

tion problems which must be dealt with during data analysis.

Because each method has limitations, a pragmatic 

approach is to use a combination of SV detection meth-

ods (Escaramís et al. 2015; Alkan et al. 2011). However, 

accurate and unique alignment of short sequence reads to 

a reference assembly is the foundation of almost every SV 

detection pipeline. This is extremely challenging in the 

case of polyploids due to the high homology between their 

subgenomes. The majority of the crop species reference 

genomes published to date are themselves based on short 

read sequencing, containing in some cases thousands of con-

tigs and scaffolds that are not assembled to chromosome 

level due to the repetitive and complex nature of most crop 

genomes. The development of third-generation sequenc-

ing technologies which generate long-range sequences and 

enable longer, contiguous scaffolds provide new opportuni-

ties for reliable, cost-effective de novo assembly at whole-

chromosome level (Jiao and Schneeberger 2017). In vari-

ous research applications, long-read sequencing has become 

an efficient alternative for SV mapping and phasing. The 

long-read sequencing platforms from Pacific BioSciences 

(Menlo Park, CA, USA) and Oxford Nanopore Technolo-

gies (Oxford, UK) can provide read lengths ranging from 

10 to 150 kb (Schmidt et al. 2017) depending on the DNA 

library quality. The sequencing error rate for both these plat-

forms is higher compared to short read methods like Illu-

mina sequencing. However, because the sequencing errors 

are randomly distributed this limitation can be overcome by 

increasing the depth of sequencing (Schiessl et al. 2018). 

By spanning rearrangement endpoints and providing more 

accurate reference assemblies, both of these sequencing plat-

forms enable discovery of complex SV events which were 

extremely challenging to detect using only short-read meth-

ods (English et al. 2015; Chaisson et al. 2014).

Alternative technologies such as optical mapping (Bio-

nano Genomics, San Diego, CA USA) (Lam et al. 2012) or 

linked-read technologies (10x Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, 

USA) (Mostovoy et al. 2016), which allow long distances 

to be effectively spanned in complex genomes, have also 

contributed substantially to SV detection. Even in challeng-

ing polyploid crop genomes, combinations of these different 

approaches can provide base pair resolution to the study of 

SV. Unfortunately, these high-resolution techniques are still 

relatively expensive, meaning that high-throughput analy-

sis in large populations is still prohibited by cost. Until this 

changes, cheaper high-throughput methods like compara-

tive genomic hybridization (CGH), single nucleotide poly-

morphism (SNP) arrays or real-time multiplex PCR may be 

viable alternatives in order to study trait-associated variants 

in large populations.

Analysing SV using SNP genotyping arrays

High-density SNP arrays provide a popular and cost-effec-

tive solution to analyse genetic differences among many 

individuals within a species. Presently the most popular 

platform for SNP genotyping is the Infinium™ assay from 

Illumina (San Diego, CA USA), which relies on hybridiza-

tion of genomic fragments to probe sequences anchored in 

flowcells on a glass surface, with probes designed to capture 

approximately 50 nucleotides of unique, non-polymorphic 

sequence adjacent to a pre-determined SNP site. This is 

followed by a single-base extension using hapten-labelled 

nucleotides and generation of fluorescence signal by add-

ing fluorescently labelled antibodies (Mason et al. 2017). 

Development of algorithms that can detect SV by quanti-

fying the relative light intensities generated during a SNP 

call has been an area of research for many years. In human 

genetics, algorithms like QuantiSNP (Colella et al. 2007) 

and Birdsuite (Korn et al. 2008) use the fluorescent signal 

intensity of one allele relative to the other to infer a dupli-

cation or deletion event. For polyploid crop plants, the R 

package “gsrc” (for “genome-wide structural rearrangement 

calling”) was developed to call rearrangements using SNP 

intensity information (Grandke et al. 2016). A wide range 

of SNP arrays have been developed in multiple crops for 

use in crop breeding and genetic research (Voss-Fels and 

Snowdon 2016).

Despite the widespread use of SNP arrays, there are some 

inherent problems associated with them when it comes to 

SV detection. The greatest problem is the limited power of 

detection of small SVs, due to poor resolution and ascertain-

ment bias due to the pre-determined design of the arrays. 

PCR-based methods provide a simple and cheap alternative 

to SNP arrays, especially for detection of SVs at ultra-high 

resolution; however, prior knowledge of regions of inter-

est is required and throughput is limited. Quantitative real-

time PCR (qRT-PCR) and digital PCR (dPCR) are further 

methods capable of efficiently identifying small SV (InDels) 

but also translocations, inversions and CNV (Schiessl et al. 

2017a; Qian et al. 2016; Ma and Chung 2001). Genes for 

different traits affected by PAV, CNV and InDel polymor-

phisms have been validated in a number of major crops 

using PCR, for example flowering time genes (Schiessl 

et al. 2017a), lignin biosynthesis genes (Stein et al. 2017) 
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and a stay-green gene (Qian et al. 2016) in rapeseed, copies 

of the boron toxicity tolerance gene Bot1 in barley (Sutton 

et al. 2007), the aluminium tolerance gene MATE1 in maize 

genotypes (Maron et al. 2013) and InDels in the wheat pho-

toperiodicity genes Ppd-A1a Ppd-B1a (Nishida et al. 2013).

Crop pangenomes as a future reference 
paradigm

The unprecedented low cost and high throughput of DNA 

sequencing today makes it possible to generate genome 

sequence data for hundreds or thousands of individuals 

within a species. This provides a new wealth of data to dis-

cover genomic re-arrangements in crop genomes in the form 

of CNVs and PAVs. Insights into genomic SV have conclu-

sively established that a single reference assembly cannot 

reflect the entire diversity within a species. This gave rise 

to the concept of pangenomes, which ideally represent all 

structural genome diversity present in a species. Originally 

coined for analysis of bacterial genomes (Tettelin et al. 

2005), the pangenome concept was first adapted to plants 

after comparative sequencing of grass genomes revealed 

widespread structural variation on a previously unknown 

scale (Morgante et al. 2007). Since the first crop genomes 

became available, the pangenome concept has been inves-

tigated at many different levels especially in maize (Mor-

gante et al. 2007; Springer et al. 2009; Lai et al. 2010; Chia 

et al. 2012; Hirsch et al. 2014). Most pangenome analyses 

so far have focused primarily on differences in gene con-

tent between individuals in a species; however, as de novo 

genome assemblies become more feasible in more complex 

organisms there is growing scope for assembly scale pange-

nome analysis.

A pangenome for any species is considered to comprise a 

so-called “core” genome, comprising all genes common to 

all individuals within the species, along with a “dispensable” 

genome consisting of partially shared genic regions that are 

present in some individuals but absent from others (Tettelin 

et al. 2005). To maximize discovery and coverage of the dis-

pensable genome component, a pangenome should ideally 

include data from a broad range of individuals representative 

of all diversity present in the species. Pangenomic descrip-

tion of SV is best achieved by assembly based approaches, 

but due to their prohibitive cost for large and complex 

genomes the early pangenomes for most crop species have 

been generated by genomic resequencing (or in some cases 

skim sequencing) of representative diversity and analysis 

by techniques to detect and place SV in existing reference 

assemblies. This type of approach generally comprises three 

major steps: resequencing reads are mapped to a high-qual-

ity reference assembly, unmapped reads are independently 

assembled into additional contigs and these are inserted at 

the appropriate positions in the original assembly using end 

alignments and/or genetic mapping data. Although faster and 

cheaper than a de novo assembled pangenome, this method 

relies strongly on a high-quality reference assembly and can 

only capture SV in contigs that are able to be successfully 

assembled and placed from unmapped reads. Nevertheless, 

such approaches can provide cost-effective opportunities to 

efficiently capture genic CNV and PAV (Golicz et al. 2016a; 

Montenegro et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2017).

To date there are only a handful of studies in which 

crop pangenomes have been created by de novo assembly 

of diverse individuals. The most comprehensive study so 

far was a pangenomic analysis of genomic variation in cul-

tivated and wild rice (Zhao et al. 2018) in which whole-

genome de novo assemblies were generated for 66 diverse 

genotypes chosen to represent a panel of 1529 accessions 

across the Oryza sativa–Oryza rufipogon species com-

plex. The resulting rice pangenome identified 26,372 core 

genes and 16,208 dispensable genes, enabling associations 

of SV signatures across the pangenome to domestication 

sweeps and other signals of natural and artificial selection. 

Interestingly, several important known genes which were 

not observed in the original Nipponbare reference genome 

sequence, including the submergence tolerance1 genes 

Sub1A (Xu et al. 2006) SNORKEL1 and SNORKEL2 (Hat-

tori et al. 2009), and the phosphorus-deficiency tolerance 

gene Pstol (Gamuyao et al. 2012) were discovered in the 

pangenome sequence (Zhao et al. 2018).

These findings reflect observations from Samans et al. 

(2017) in allotetraploid B. napus that genes involved in 

stress adaptation responses are particularly prevalent 

among genome structural variants resulting in CNV and 

PAV, underlining the key role of SV in crop adaption and 

breeding selection. Similarly, in hexaploid wheat, for which 

the first high-quality whole-genome reference assembly 

was recently published (The International Wheat Genome 

Sequencing Consortium 2014), a resequencing-based pange-

nome study including 18 wheat cultivars revealed an average 

of 128,656 genes per cultivar, of which 64% were found to 

be present in all cultivars and 49,952 genes were dispensa-

ble (Appels et al. 2018). Again, annotation of the variable 

set of genes revealed an enrichment for genes involved in 

environmental stress and defence response. Assembly based 

approaches to pangenome analysis will further refine these 

initial studies as they become more feasible with new assem-

bly strategies and long-read sequencing capabilities. In the 

foreseeable future, assembly based pangenome analysis is 

likely to become the method of choice for generating and 

analysing reference genome data, even in crops with large, 

complex genomes like those of barley (Stein and Mascher 

2019) or wheat. In a pangenome analysis based on de novo 

assemblies for wild relatives of soybean (Glycine soja), Li 

et al. (2014) found high variation in a dispensable genome 
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comprising around 20% of all assembled sequences, with 

CNV and mutations in dispensable genes showing evidence 

for positive selection and a strong influence on important 

agronomical traits. McHale et al. (2012) found previously 

that CNV and PAV between wild and domesticated soybean 

affect over 800 genes involved in biotic stress resistance, and 

detailed assemblies of wild vs. cultivated forms can deliver 

important sequence information with regard to potentially 

important genes that may be absent from reference cultivars.

In contrast to pangenome assembly approaches, which 

can miss genes not picked up by algorithms for prediction 

of open reading frames (ORF), some authors advocate the 

use of transcriptomics-based approaches as a cost-effective 

way to circumvent this problem. For example, He et al. 

(2015) introduced the concept of an ordered transcriptome 

for the allopolyploid B. napus based on gene models from 

its diploid progenitors B. rapa and B. oleracea, and the 

homoeologous diploid pan-transcriptomes as a reference to 

visualize SV in genetically diverse B. napus accessions using 

mRNAseq data (He et al. 2016). Such approaches provide 

a clear visual impression of the high degree of SV in recent 

polyploid crop genomes (Fig. 2). Hirsch et al. (2014) took a 

transcriptomics-based approach to assemble a pangenome 

for maize. Using this approach, they succeeded in identi-

fying 8681 representative transcript assemblies (longest 

transcripts within the respective loci) which did not map to 

the B73 reference, 83% of which mapped only in subsets of 

503 investigated lines and can be considered as dispensable 

genes.

Lu et al. (2015) used an alternative approach for an assem-

bly independent pangenome analysis in maize, using linkage 

information to map 26 million sequence tags generated by 

reduced-representation sequencing of 14,129 maize inbred 

lines. A total of 4.4 million tags with high-confidence map 

Fig. 2  Visualization of extensive structural variation (SV) caused by 

homoeologous genome exchanges between the A and C subgenomes 

of the allopolyploid crop species Brassica napus (oilseed rape), using 

Transcriptome Display Tile Plots derived from mRNAseq reads 

mapped to an ordered pan-transcriptome. The relative transcript 

abundance of homoeologous gene pairs is represented in CMYK col-

our space, with cyan component representing transcript abundance of 

the A-subgenome copy and magenta component representing tran-

script abundance of the C-subgenome copy. The pairs are plotted in 

Brassica C genome order (chromosomes denoted C1 to C9) for four 

biological replicates of each of 27 accessions of B. napus and con-

trols comprising parental species and their in silico combination. 

Image reproduced from He et  al. (2015; https ://doi.org/10.1111/

pbi.12657 ) under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 

licence 2.0
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positions were selected as anchors for a high-density pange-

nome map. One quarter of these anchors represented PAV 

and showed enriched associations with phenotypic traits, 

providing a basis to discover genes where SV is involved in 

maize adaptation and agronomy. This example shows the 

power of combinatory approaches involving low-cost, high-

throughput sequencing and population genetic analysis to 

define and analyse SV. Such techniques can potentially also 

be applied in species without extensive genomics resources.

The Brassicaceae (Cruciferae) family represents an 

important crop model for studying polyploidy and genomic 

structural re-arrangements (Mason and Snowdon 2016). 

Present-day allopolyploid Brassica crops originated by inter-

specific hybridization between different diploid progenitors, 

for example B. napus was formed by hybridization between 

B. oleracea and B. rapa. Because the diploids are them-

selves closely related paleopolyploids with high homoeol-

ogy between their genomes, synthetic hybrids among them 

undergo extensive genome restructuring due to inter-homoe-

ologue pairing during the early rounds of meiosis, leading 

to extensive SV (e.g. Samans et al. 2017; Zou et al. 2018). It 

might be reasonable to hypothesize that corresponding pro-

cesses during ancient polyploidization had a similar influ-

ence on genome-wide SV and adaptive diversity in Brassica 

spp., giving rise to substantial PAV and CNV observed in 

present-day diploid cabbage species: such events have been 

found to have particularly profound effects on genes involved 

in biotic stress responses in B. oleracea (Golicz et al. 2016b) 

or phenylpropanoid biosynthesis in B. rapa (Lin et al. 2014).

Structural variation and trait diversity 
in major crops: key examples

Table 1 provides examples for demonstrated associations 

of SV to plant phenotypes in crop species. Wheat is one 

of the most complex plant genomes due to its large size 

and polyploid nature. As a result, there has been consid-

erable delay in the detailed genomic analysis of wheat. 

However, early genetic mapping studies already showed 

that rearrangements on a number of chromosomes impact 

numerous important genes for resistance and adaptation 

traits (Nelson et al. 1995). It was also known for some time 

that some genes duplicated via polyploidy have remained 

unaltered, whereas others have been deleted or rendered 

non-functional by transposon insertions or premature stop 

codons (Gu et al. 2004). Major translocations in wheat 

have been associated with specific geographical regions 

(Riley et al. 1967; Belay and Merker 2004, 2006; Ma 

et al. 2015) and associated with adaptive and biotic resist-

ance traits (Liu et al. 2016; Law and Worland 2006). With 

growing access to gene and sequence data, the influence of 

Table 1  Examples for structural variations with demonstrated effects on agronomic traits in different crop species

Species Type of variant Traits associated Reference

Barley (Hordeum vulgare) CNV Boron toxicity tolerance Sutton et al. (2007)

CNV Disease resistance Muñoz-Amatriaín et al. (2013)

Maize (Zea mays) PAV, CNV Domestication Springer et al. (2009)

CNV Disease response, heterosis Beló et al. (2010)

CNV – Swanson-Wagner et al. (2010)

CNV Breeding selection Jiao et al. (2012)

CNV Aluminium tolerance Maron et al. (2013)

Rice (Oryza sativa) PAV, CNV Grain size, disease resistance Xu et al. (2012)

CNV Disease resistance Yang et al. (2013), Yu et al. (2013)

InDel Root system architecture Uga et al. (2013)

Soybean (Glycine max) PAV, CNV Stress responses Haun et al. (2010), McHale et al. (2012)

CNV Disease resistance Lee et al. (2015)

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) PAV, CNV Disease resistance Zheng et al. (2011), Mace et al. (2014)

Wheat (Triticum aestivum) CNV Vernalization, flowering time Díaz et al. (2012), Würschum et al. (2015)

CNV Plant height Li et al. (2012)

PAV Heading date Nishida et al. (2013)

CNV Frost tolerance Sieber et al. (2016)

CNV Winter hardiness Würschum et al. (2016)

Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) PAV, CNV Flowering time Schiessl et al. (2017b)

HE Seed fibre Stein et al. (2017)

PAV Stay-green Qian et al. (2016)

PAV Disease resistance Gabur et al. (2018)
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CNV due to polyploidization on adaptive traits like flower-

ing time has been elucidated in more detail. For example, 

Díaz et al. (2012) found that variation in flowering behav-

iour in commercial wheat cultivars resulted from CNV 

for the photoperiodicity gene Ppd-B1 and the vernaliza-

tion gene Vrn-A1, rather than direct DNA mutations. An 

increase in the copy number of Ppd-B1 was found to be 

associated with an early-flowering, day-length neutral phe-

notype, whereas plants with a higher Vrn-A1 copy num-

ber exhibited an increased vernalization requirement. In 

another example, Würschum et al. (2016) reported that 

copy number variation of C-repeat Binding Factor (CBF) 

genes at the Fr-A2 locus was the pivotal component for 

winter hardiness in a panel of 407 European winter wheat 

cultivars.

In addition to inter-homoeologue chromosome exchanges, 

interspecific hybrids of wheat with related grasses have led 

to rich cytogenetic stocks with segmental chromosome 

insertions or translocations, with a particular focus on resist-

ance traits (Friebe et al. 1996; Wulff and Moscou 2014). One 

of the most well-known events is the 1BS/1RS translocation 

from rye, which increased drought adaptation and promoted 

yield performance of spring wheat in dryland production 

systems (Villareal et al. 1995; Reeves et al. 1999). However, 

the exact molecular basis of this improvement is still elu-

sive. On the other hand, gene CNV has also been shown to 

shape other important phenotypic traits such as plant height 

in wheat. In cultivars carrying the semi-dwarfing genes 

Reduced height (Rht)-B1b and Rht-D1b, previously unchar-

acterized CNV polymorphisms of Rht-D1 were reported to 

be causal for extreme dwarf phenotype, while a 90 bp inser-

tion in Rht-B1 also contributed to severe dwarfism (Pearce 

et al. 2011). Another critical factor affecting wheat yield is 

photosynthetic activity determined by chlorophyll content. 

CNV in the wheat cytokinin oxidase gene Tackx4, which 

influences chlorophyll content and chloroplast stability via 

modulation of cytokinin concentration, was found to be 

associated with the chlorophyll content after anthesis as well 

as grain weight in 102 wheat varieties (Chang et al. 2016).

In barley, several studies have described gene copy num-

ber polymorphisms associated with environmental adapta-

tion. As in wheat, CNV in the H. vulgare CBF orthologue at 

the Frost Resistant-2 locus (FR-2) was found to confer frost 

tolerance, with an increase in CBF coding sequences in win-

ter barley compared to spring forms (Knox et al. 2010; Fran-

cia et al. 2016). Similarly, dosage effects from an increase 

in the number of H. vulgare boron transporter (Bot1) gene 

copies were found to confer boron toxicity tolerance (Sutton 

et al. 2007). Muñoz-Amatriaín et al. (2013) found that CNV 

between the barley cultivars Barke and Morex was particu-

larly prominent for disease resistance proteins and protein 

kinases, while increased levels of CNVs were observed for 

wild accessions in comparison with cultivated barley. As 

for the examples mentioned above, these studies suggest a 

key role of SV in conferring the genome plasticity needed 

for adaption of barley to diverse environmental conditions.

In oilseed rape/canola, anomalies in marker segregation 

in mapping populations displaying otherwise normal pat-

terns of inheritance (Parkin et al. 1995; Sharpe et al. 1995; 

Udall et al. 2005) provided the first evidence for exchange 

of genetic material between homoeologous chromosomes. 

Detailed elucidation revealed that in the most extreme cases 

such chromosomal rearrangements can range up to ~ 40 Mb 

in length, effectively involving whole chromosomes (Hig-

gins et al. 2018). Interestingly, all evidence thus far shows 

subgenomic bias in direction of exchanges, with loss of the 

C genome and concomitant gain of the A genome being far 

more prevalent (Samans et al. 2017; Higgins et al. 2018). 

Early studies already suggested an important adaptive role, 

with a well-documented exchange between B. napus chro-

mosomes A07 and C06 being associated with higher seed 

yields (Osborn et al. 2003). The ubiquity of such events, 

which have shaped the modern B. napus genome, was con-

firmed with the sequencing of the genome reference. Fixed 

homoeologous exchange events were found to be shared 

among cultivars due to intentional or inadvertent selection 

during allopolyploidization and/or breeding, and they thus 

underlie loci for a number of important traits (Chalhoub 

et al. 2014). One event led to loss of the C genome copy of 

a MYB28 transcription factor on chromosome C02 that was 

replaced with a non-functional A-genome copy of the same 

gene; this SV defined one of the strongest loci controlling 

the low glucosinolate phenotype that has underpinned the 

global success of canola as a major crop. A similar event 

involving the same B. napus chromosomes (A02/C02) cre-

ated CNV for the flowering time gene FLC which leads to 

accelerated flowering in annual types. Methods to catalogue 

homoeologous exchanges in B. napus from read depth data 

(Samans et al. 2017) also led to the discovery of PAV under-

lying a QTL for seed fibre in B. napus (Stein et al. 2017).

A comprehensive study of natural genetic variation 

in homologues of 35 flowering time regulation genes in 

diverse B. napus morphotypes identified an extensive range 

of structural variation and potential associations to pheno-

types related to flowering and secondary processes (Schiessl 

et al. 2017b). Different homoeologues of the vernalization 

response gene Flowering Locus C (FLC), the photosyn-

thetic regulator Phytochrome A (PHYA) and the hormone 

Gibberellic Acid 3-oxidase 1 (GA3ox1) all showed CNV 

and PAV associated with the derivation of B. napus mor-

photypes, again demonstrating the importance of SV on 

genes involved in human agricultural selection. The use of 

genome-wide SNP arrays to catalogue SV in multiparen-

tal segregating B. napus populations enables the inclusion 

of SV polymorphisms in genome-wide association studies. 

Gabur et al. (2018) utilized segregating PAV identified by 
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“single nucleotide absence polymorphism” (SNAP) markers 

(or “missing” SNP data) to discover a strong involvement 

of SV in the quantitative control of disease resistance in 

B. napus. Further, in combination with genome sequencing 

data from mapping parents the QTL could be delineated to 

small PAV spanning just one or a few potential candidate 

genes. The success of this study and the continued discovery 

of SVs as determinants in the control of key agronomic traits 

suggests that the discovery of SV should become a standard 

tool in future genetic analyses of crop traits.

In soybean, the world’s primary pulse crop, self-pollina-

tion together with genetic bottlenecks during domestication 

have eroded the genetic diversity within the species (Hyten 

et al. 2006), with sequence polymorphism among soybean 

accessions typically as low as one SNP per 1000 bases. 

Therefore, it might also be reasonable to assume a low level 

of genomic SV. However, this assumption was shattered by 

Anderson et al. (2014) who found that a panel of 41 soy-

bean accessions contained almost 1528 genes affected by 

SV. Interestingly, genes exhibiting CNVs were enriched for 

resistance genes with nucleotide-binding site (NBS) or NBS-

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domains, suggesting involvement 

of CNVs in interactions with plant pathogens. A well-known 

example was described by Cook et al. (2012), who found 

that a 31 kb sequence fragment containing an amino acid 

transporter, an α-SNAP protein and a WI12 (wound-induc-

ible domain) protein that each contribute to soybean cyst 

nematode (SCN), one of the most devastating pathogens of 

soybean, was present in ten tandem copies in resistant culti-

vars but only a single copy in susceptible cultivars. A similar 

gene CNV was also reported by Liu et al. (2017) who also 

showed that CNV of multiple genes present in a single DNA 

fragment contribute towards SCN resistance.

There have been numerous examples of genome struc-

tural variations underlying commercially important traits 

in many vegetable species. Hardigan et al. (2016) studied 

genome-wide SV in homozygous clones of diploid potato (S. 

tuberosum), finding that almost 30% of the genes were toler-

ant to deletion or duplication, with an impact of SV on per-

formance. As in other crop species, there was evidence that 

PAV and CNV impacted gene clusters in potato involved in 

environmental stress responses. The authors concluded that 

CNV may drive adaptation of potato through evolution of 

important pathways involved in stress responses. SVs have 

also been reported to play an important role in controlling 

several traits in tomato. Tranchida-Lombardo et al. (2018) 

reported over 200 deletions by resequencing and assembling 

of two tomato landraces. Many of these deletions were found 

to be localized in the genes annotated for ripening, shelf life 

and quality of the fruit. In cucumber (Cucumis sativus), a 

model system for sex determination studies in plants, Zhang 

et al. (2015) constructed a nucleotide-resolution SV map 

which revealed SVs in their coding regions of over 1600 

genes. Using this SV map, they were able to prove that the 

sex determination in cucumber is controlled by CNV in four 

genes at the Female (F) locus.

Approximately 85% of the maize genome is composed 

of transposable elements (Schnable et al. 2009), which con-

tribute significantly to genomic re-arrangements and gene 

PAV. In a recent effort to create a newer reference genome 

assembly for maize, more than 3000 SVs were detected 

by comparing optical maps for two inbred lines Ki11 and 

W22 to the B73 reference. The individual SV events ranged 

from 1 kb to over 1 Mb in length, with an average length of 

about 20 kb (Jiao et al. 2017). Because this phenomenon has 

been studied extensively in maize, it is not surprising that a 

plethora of agronomically interesting traits have been found 

be to be controlled by PAV in maize, ranging from abiotic 

and biotic stress responses to plant architecture and hetero-

sis. For example, Wang et al. (2016) reported that an inser-

tion in the promoter region of the ZmVPP1 gene induces 

drought-dependent expression of ZmVPP1 in drought-tol-

erant genotypes. The PAV in ZmVPP1 was also associated 

with enhancement of photosynthetic efficiency and root 

development under both stress and non-stress conditions. 

CNV events also play a role in stress resistance responses 

in maize. For example, the rp1 locus, responsible for race-

specific resistance to the common rust fungus, is a hotspot 

for unequal crossovers leading to gain, loss or duplications 

in this NBS-LRR gene family. This creates a diverse haplo-

type makeup at the rp1 locus, translating to variable resist-

ance responses to various rust races (Richter et al. 1995). 

The same authors found a similar example for a CNV in a 

wall-associated kinase (ZmWAK) gene, which was found to 

confer resistance to head smut in maize. Interestingly, the 

responsible WAK gene was absent in many modern maize 

lines but present in wild relatives.

Although there is considerable indirect evidence for a role 

of PAV in stress responses, there is still only a handful of 

examples for their importance in adaptive traits in maize. 

Maron et al. (2013) reported association of a rare CNV in 

the multidrug and toxin exudation gene MATE1 in maize to 

aluminium tolerance. Strikingly, the geographical origin of 

maize lines carrying three copies of MATE1 coincided with 

highly acidic soil, implicating this CNV as an important SV 

conferring maize adaptation to a specific environment.

A DNA segment present or absent exclusively in germ-

plasm adapted to a particular type of environmental cue 

might be indicative of the fact that genic PAV in this seg-

ment play a crucial role in adaptation. An array of INDELs 

in the 5′ regulatory region of the FLOWERING LOCUS 

T homologue, LanFTc1 was found to be associated with 

differential vernalization response, flowering time, in 

narrow-leafed lupin (Taylor et al. 2018). Genotypes with 

no deletion exhibited an early flowering behaviour and a 

reduced or no response to vernalization. Such a catalogue 
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of structural variations could serve as the basis for the nec-

essary environmental plasticity needed for designing the 

future crops adapted to wide range of environments. Darracq 

et al. (2018) identified in total 88 Mb of DNA in a French 

maize inbred line that was absent in an American inbred 

line, and contained 395 putative coding genes. Evidence was 

also observed for de novo SV in European maize alongside 

ancient SV, demonstrating ongoing adaptive genome evolu-

tionary dynamics. Annotation of the novel genes revealed 

putative roles in biotic and biotic stress responses, in biosyn-

thetic processes, in development, in protein synthesis and in 

chromatin remodelling. Intriguingly, expression of most of 

the novel genes was restricted to particular conditions or tis-

sues, leading to a conclusion that at least some of the genes 

from the dispensable part of the genome might be involved 

in environmental adaptation.

The realization that heterotic pools in maize breeding 

programs can have vastly different gene content gave new 

insight into the impact of SV on heterosis. Springer et al. 

(2009) compared the genome structures of two maize inbred 

lines by comparative genomic hybridization and found that 

a copious amount of genomic sequences exhibited copy 

number differences between the two genomes. Sun et al. 

(2018) underlined the extent of genome-wide SV in maize 

by assembling the genome of Mo17 and comparing it to the 

B73 reference assembly. This confirmed that almost 10% of 

the annotated genes were exclusive to one or the other acces-

sion, while more than 20% were found to show substantial 

structural variation. It was also hypothesized that these SVs 

might be involved in heterosis and genome evolution. Fur-

thermore, many sequences annotated as single-copy genes 

were found to be present in one genome but completely 

absent from the other genome. Although the contributing 

mechanisms for heterosis are still not completely elucidated 

and may differ from crop to crop, there is good reason to 

believe that fixation of complementary PAV in different 

heterotic pools can play an important role in exploitation of 

additive heterosis in hybrid breeding.

The huge diversity in rice, combined with well-defined 

phylogeny available for the genus Oryza, the small size of 

the genome and vast genome sequence resources make it an 

ideal candidate for studying effects of genomic SV on traits. 

Bai et al. (2016) generated a CNV map, at single nucleotide 

resolution for 50 rice accessions, comprising 9196 deletions 

compared to the Nipponbare reference genome. More than 

2000 annotated genes were reported to be affected by CNV. 

Uga et al. (2013) identified the gene Deep Rooting 1 (DRO1) 

as a key regulator of root system architecture with a pro-

found effect on yield under different water regimes in rice. A 

japonica upland rice (Kinandang Patong) containing a full-

length DRO1 copy was found to have a deeper root system 

architecture, whereas the indica lowland rice cultivar IR64 

carried a truncated copy due to a 1 bp InDel. This results 

in shallower roots due to the introduction of a premature 

stop codon in DRO1 (Uga et al. 2013). Yu et al. (2011) and 

Yao et al. (2015) both found enrichment for disease resist-

ance or defence response genes among dispensable genes in 

large rice resequencing studies. Wang et al. (2015) reported 

CNV at the Grain Length on Chromosome 7 (GL7) locus 

associated with regulation of grain dimensions in rice. A 

tandem duplication of a DNA fragment within the GL7 locus 

lead was found to cause upregulation of GL7 expression and 

suppression of its negative regulator, thereby resulting in 

an increased grain length and improved grain appearance.

Outlook

As more and more genome data become available for major 

crops, our insight into the profound importance of SV on 

trait diversity continues to grow. Understanding the contri-

bution of gene copy number and presence–absence variation 

to important traits will be an important factor in improving 

the accuracy and efficacy of many new genetic technologies 

in plant breeding, from genomic selection to genome editing 

strategies. Just a decade ago, the notion that full, high-qual-

ity reference genome assemblies for any major crop could 

be generated reasonably simply and quickly, at low cost, 

was barely conceivable. Today this is (almost) a reality, and 

a new era of high-throughput pangenomic analyses is set 

to dominate crop genetic studies in the immediate future. 

Although current costs of third-generation DNA sequenc-

ing technologies and chromatin conformation technologies 

for scaffold improvement are still high, and computational 

bottlenecks associated with creation of reference assemblies 

need to be overcome, the plummeting cost of long-read 

sequencing and improvement in computational algorithms 

and hardware could make de novo genome assembly more 

routine in the foreseeable future, even for complex polyploid 

crop genomes. One aspect of interest for breeders in a chang-

ing world is associations of SV with ecogeographical adap-

tations, abiotic stress adaptation and biotic stress responses. 

This knowledge opens fascinating new opportunities to learn 

from adaptive evolution of polyploid crop species in order 

to improve crop resilience against biotic and abiotic stress 

constraints in the face of climate change. From a broader 

perspective, studies of SV in model and crop plants derived 

from recent polyploidy have revealed an involvement of 

gene dosage and/or PAV in a wide number of different traits 

under natural and human (breeding) selection and showed 

how genome rearrangements resulting from de novo poly-

ploidization might even be used to generate new variation 

for breeding. Such examples underline the role of SV as a 

key driver of genetic diversity for future breeding of sustain-

able, resilient and healthy crops. Novel methods to detect, 
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assay, harness and select for useful SV events will therefore 

be a valuable future resource for crop breeding.
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Summary
Evolutionary processes during plant polyploidization and speciation have led to extensive

presence–absence variation (PAV) in crop genomes, and there is increasing evidence that PAV

associates with important traits. Today, high-resolution genetic analysis in major crops frequently

implements simple, cost-effective, high-throughput genotyping from single nucleotide poly-

morphism (SNP) hybridization arrays; however, these are normally not designed to distinguish

PAV from failed SNP calls caused by hybridization artefacts. Here, we describe a strategy to

recover valuable information from single nucleotide absence polymorphisms (SNaPs) by

population-based quality filtering of SNP hybridization data to distinguish patterns associated

with genuine deletions from those caused by technical failures. We reveal that including SNaPs in

genetic analyses elucidate segregation of small to large-scale structural variants in nested

association mapping populations of oilseed rape (Brassica napus), a recent polyploid crop with

widespread structural variation. Including SNaP markers in genomewide association studies

identified numerous quantitative trait loci, invisible using SNP markers alone, for resistance to

two major fungal diseases of oilseed rape, Sclerotinia stem rot and blackleg disease. Our results

indicate that PAV has a strong influence on quantitative disease resistance in B. napus and that

SNaP analysis using cost-effective SNP array data can provide extensive added value from

‘missing data’. This strategy might also be applicable for improving the precision of genetic

mapping in many important crop species.

Introduction

Structural variation in genomes of humans, animals and plants is

an essential class of genetic polymorphism that is today

commonly used for genomic analysis (Dolatabadian et al.,

2017). Common forms of short and longer range structural

variation include small insertions and deletions (InDels), copy

number variation (CNV) and presence–absence variation (PAV).

Traditionally, InDels have been defined as short presence–absence

polymorphisms spanning from 1 to 50 bp, whereas CNV results

from gain or losses of larger DNA segments ranging from a few

nucleotides to several kb of DNA in the size range of genes

(reviewed in Saxena et al., 2014; _Zmie!nko et al., 2014). An

extreme form of CNV is characterized by deletions of DNA

sequences in one or more individuals of a population, which is

also termed PAV (Saxena et al., 2014).

In recent years genetic diversity for structural genome variation

in the form of InDels, CNV and PAV have been investigated

widely in humans (Iafrate et al., 2004), bacteria (Arrach et al.,

2008), animals (Graubert et al., 2007; Guryev et al., 2008;

Snijders et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2006) and plants (Batley

et al., 2003; Hurgobin et al., 2017; Qian et al., 2016; Schiessl

et al., 2017; Springer et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2017). In crops,

PAV has been attributed to evolutionary processes associated

with natural selection and breeding (Hurgobin et al., 2017;

_Zmie!nko et al., 2014). Completion of reference genomes for

most major crops and rapidly decreasing prices for genotyping-

by-sequencing (GBS) have facilitated identification of PAV on a

whole-genome level. On the other hand, detection of PAV in GBS

and skim-sequencing datasets can be complicated by difficulties

in distinguishing genuine deletions from regions with insufficient

sequence coverage, along with bioinformatic challenges associ-

ated with haplotype imputation.

Gene CNV has been implicated in the control of many

agronomic traits in different crop species, for example flowering

time and plant height in Brassica napus, oilseed rape (Schiessl

et al., 2017), ancestral evolution events and domestication in

maize (Springer et al., 2009), or vernalization and winter hardi-

ness in wheat (W€urschum et al., 2015, 2017). CNV is also

involved in resistance against pathogens, with nucleotide-binding

leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR), thaumatin-like protein (TLP) and

receptor-like kinase (RLK) genes being commonly involved in local

gene duplications leading to variable copy number (Saxena et al.,

2014).

Brassica napus (oilseed rape, canola, kale, rutabaga/swede) is a

recent allopolyploid crop species that arose from interspecific

hybridization between two diploid progenitors, B. oleracea and

B. rapa (Snowdon, 2007), and rapidly acquired vast ecogeo-

graphic and agronomic diversity that ultimately led to its

establishment as a globally important crop. Post polyploidization

2102 ª 2018 The Authors. Plant Biotechnology Journal published by Society for Experimental Biology and The Association of Applied Biologists and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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homoeologous exchanges during meiosis between chromosomes

of the A and C subgenomes have been identified as a major driver

of genome diversity in B. napus (Chalhoub et al., 2014; Hurgobin

et al., 2017; Samans et al., 2017). Homoeologous rearrange-

ments, including gene conversions (Chalhoub et al., 2014), CNV

(Schiessl et al., 2017), PAV and segmental deletions (Hurgobin

et al., 2017; Samans et al., 2017), underlie widespread structural

and functional genome variation in both natural B. napus forms

and in de novo, synthetic B. napus accessions. All these recent

studies demonstrated that in B. napus gene terms associated with

plant resistance and stress responses are strongly enriched among

genes affected by deletions due to homoeologous exchanges,

suggesting that PAV might be an important mechanism in crop

disease resistance.

Major diseases of oilseed rape are caused by fungal pathogens

transmitted by airborne or soil-borne spores. In comparison with

cereal crops, where gene-for-gene resistance interactions with

important fungal virulence genes (e.g. for rust and mildew

diseases) play an important role in breeding for crop protection,

the most effective adult-plant resistances to fungal diseases in

oilseed rape are quantitative in nature. Vastly increased produc-

tion, shorter crop rotations and global warming have led to

particularly strong disease pressure in major growing areas for the

fungal pathogens Verticillium longisporum, Sclerotinia sclerotio-

rum and Leptosphaeria maculans (Barbetti et al., 2012; Siebold

and von Tiedemann, 2012). Among these, blackleg disease

(Phoma stem canker) caused by L. maculans (anamorph Phoma

lingam) is the most economically important disease of oilseed

rape in Europe, North America and Australia, while Sclerotinia

stem rot caused by the necrotrophic pathogen S. sclerotiorum

causes substantial yield losses in all major growing areas

throughout Europe, Australia, North America and China

(Delourme et al., 2011). Major genes for resistance to blackleg

disease (reviewed by Delourme et al., 2011) are effective at

seedling stage but more durable when used in association with

quantitative, adult-plant resistance. No major-gene resistance to

S. sclerotiorum is available in B. napus so that identification and

combination of quantitative genetic resistance factors are essen-

tial for breeding.

Resources for high-throughput genomics are today broadly

implemented for Brassica crops. Reference genome sequences

for B. rapa (The Brassica rapa Genome Sequencing Project

Consortium, 2011); B. oleracea (Liu et al., 2014) and B. napus

(Chalhoub et al., 2014) have been supplemented by large-scale

resequencing (Schmutzer et al., 2015) or transcriptome data-

sets (He et al., 2015). As in many other major crops, one of

the most broadly used tools for genetic analysis in Brassica

crops is a community-designed, high-density single nucleotide

(SNP) genotyping array (Clarke et al., 2016; Mason et al.,

2017). It has been extensively applied for high-density genetic

mapping and QTL analysis (e.g. Liu et al., 2013; Luo et al.,

2017; Wang et al., 2015), genomewide association studies for

a wide range of traits (e.g. Hatzig et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014,

2016; Schiessl et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2017;

Xu et al., 2016) and genomic selection (Jan et al., 2016; Zou

et al., 2016).

One objective of this study was to improve the resolution of

QTL mapping for fungal disease resistance in B. napus using high-

density SNP array data. We also elucidate the relevance and role

of small-scale and large-scale PAV in the B. napus genome in

relation to disease resistance. Data filtering approaches were

designed to identify presence–absence variants in high-density

SNP array data and include these ‘missing’ data as an additional

dimension in genomewide association studies.

Results

From failed SNP calls to single nucleotide absence
polymorphism markers

Failed SNP calls are commonly observed in genotyping exper-

iments applying chip hybridization technologies. Thus, markers

which show excessive frequencies of failed calls are often

removed from genotyping matrices for downstream analyses

(Mason et al., 2017). Although failed SNP calls are expected to be

due to technical artefacts, in case of genuine deletions they may

also represent biologically useful information due to potential

association with gene PAV. We distinguished failed SNP calls

representing single nucleotide absence polymorphisms (SNaP)

from random technical failures in raw SNP chip data by filtering

for segregation patterns in a multiparental homozygous mapping

population. In an inbred or homozygous biparental mapping

population, a segregation allele frequency of 50% is expected for

a SNaP (e.g. A:failed, or C:failed in Figure 1a for SNP30 and

SNP31), because the presence-allele will be amplified only from

one parental line and is absent in the other parental line. In our

multiparental population, five diverse parents were crossed with

one common parent so that a SNaP has an expected frequency of

failed calls within each subpopulation of 50%, whereas the

expected frequency of failed calls across the total population

will be 10% if the absence derives from (only) one of the

diverse parents. A threshold of 10% is usually used in the

standard filtering approach as failed SNP call frequency to exclude

markers from further analyses, thus eliminating potential SNaP

markers.

According to the standard filtering approach as described in

experimental procedures, 18 068 polymorphic SNP markers

(63.5% of a total of 28 073 anchored markers) were selected

for SNP-based genomewide association studies (GWAS). In a

refined filtering approach, a three-step method was used to select

SNaP markers that could indicate structural presence–absence

polymorphisms.

Many of the 36.5% SNP markers removed during this standard

filtering procedure showed a low frequency of failed calls in the 5

nested association mapping (NAM) subpopulations. However,

separate investigation of each subpopulation revealed SNaP

frequencies that were frequently close to the expected segrega-

tion pattern of a biparental homozygous population (50%).

Figure 1b shows an example of different observed SNP marker

patterns within and across subpopulations (SP1 = subpopulation

1, SP10 = subpopulation 10), which would be excluded from

analysis using common filtering approaches. For example, mark-

ers SNP30 and SNP31 show a dominant A/failed or C/failed allele

pattern with ~50% frequency across all subfamilies, because the

absence derives from the recurrent parent, whereas SNP2500 and

SNP2501 show ~50% A/failed or C/failed in only one subfamily

because the absence derives from only one of the 5 diverse

parents. All 10 005 excluded SNPs were reanalysed for specific

segregation patterns within the five subpopulations, using an

allele frequency threshold of 15%–85% between failed/present

calls and considering segregation distortion. SNaP markers

identified by segregation patterns were validated by physical

positioning in the reference genome and identification of

neighbouring SNP loci which showed corresponding SNaP

patterns in the same genotypes. Using this approach, a number
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of 3627 SNaPs were identified, recovered and included in

subsequent GWAS.

The mean genomic distance between polymorphic markers

improved from ~37.6 kb when using only the 18 068 filtered

SNPs to ~32.2 kb when including the genomewide SNaP markers

(Table S1), and chromosome regions with low SNP density were

found to be more evenly covered when SNaPs were added.

Chromosomes C01 and C02, two of the B. napus chromosomes

most substantially affected by structural rearrangements (e.g.

Xiong and Pires, 2011), showed the strongest representation of

SNaPs, with 1021 on C01 and 629 on C02 and an increase in

haplotype blocks of 59% and 54%, respectively (Table S1).

Genomic regions displaying SNaPs show segmental

deletions in the parental lines

SNaPs in a number of selected regions were validated by

comparing SNP genotyping data with Illumina short-read

genomic sequence coverage from the six parental lines in the

corresponding chromosome segments (genomic resequencing

data from Schmutzer et al., 2015). The size of putatively deleted

regions was manually verified and compared to genome positions

of flanking sequences of the SNP assays corresponding to the

respective SNaPs. Particular focus was placed on identification of

small and medium scale structural variation across all chromo-

somes (e.g. consecutive SNaPs implying potential gene PAV).

Figure 2 shows examples for deletions on chromosomes A03 and

A07, respectively. Four consecutive SNaPs were detected within a

5-kb interval on chromosome A03 from position 10 075 405 to

10 080 123 bp. Physical anchoring of these markers to the

reference genome showed consecutive failed calls, and the

deletion in parental lines H165, RS13/6, CRY1 and MOY4 is

confirmed by the read mapping data from whole-genome

sequencing (Figure 2a). Similarly, two consecutive SNaPs on

chromosome A07 exhibit failed calls in the parental lines CRY1

and MOY4, consistent with sequencing reads aligned to the

reference genome (Figure 2b). From 3627 SNaPs selected using

the customized filtering approach on all chromosomes, 3405

(89%) showed the corresponding SNaP between the respective

parental lines. Furthermore, from 100 randomly selected SNaP

markers spanning all chromosomes, we confirmed 95% putative

deletions using genomewide resequencing data from the six

parents.

Another 35-kb deletion was detected by SNaPs in the NAM

panel which was localized at position 21 935–21 965 kb on

chromosome A03 in the recurrent parental line DH5ON. The

SNaPs present within this region were associated with disease

resistance (see below). The deletion was further validated by

PCR using specific primer pairs targeting the corresponding

chromosome region. As expected, DH5ON showed no amplifi-

cation of specific primer pairs for four consecutive regions

(containing six genes) in the estimated deleted interval, whereas

the expected PCR products that indicate presence were visible in

the other parental lines and positive controls (Figure 3). Based

on the SNP genotyping data, this deletion was carried by 128

offspring lines of the 200 investigated NAM lines (64%

frequency). A further 12-kb deletion detected by SNaPs asso-

ciated with blackleg resistance on chromosome C04 was also

validated using the same approach and including Sanger

sequencing of PCR products (Figure S1). The results confirmed

deletion of three genes in parent MOY4 and in the respective

(a) Biparental population

Marker 

type

% missing data 

in the population

% missing 

data in SPs
Excluded

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 ... G191 G192G193G194G195G196G197G198G199 G200 ... ... Gn

SNP1 T A T A T A T A T A ... T A T A T A T A T A ... ... A SNP 0% NO
SNP2 G C G C G C G C G C ... G C G C G C G C G C ... ... C SNP 0% NO
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP30 A failed A failed A failed A failed A failed ... A failed A failed A failed A failed A failed ... ... failed SNaP 50% YES
SNP31 failed C failed C failed C failed C failed C ... failed C failed C failed C failed C failed C ... ... C SNaP 50% YES
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP5000 T failed T T T T T T T failed ... T T T T T T T T T T ... ... T SNP 20% YES
SNP5001 A A A A A failed A A A A ... A A A A A A failed G A A ... ... A SNP 10% NO
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP n T A T A T A T A T A ... T A T A T A T A T A ... ... A SNP 4% NO

(b) Multiparental population

SP 1 SP 10 SP n

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 ... G191 G192G193G194G195G196G197G198G199 G200 ... ... Gn

SNP1 T A T A T A T A T A ... T A T A T A T A T A ... ... A SNP 0% 0% NO
SNP2 G C G C G C G C G C ... G C G C G C G C G C ... ... C SNP 0% 0% NO
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP30 A failed A failed A failed A failed A failed ... A failed A failed A failed A failed A failed ... ... T SNaP 50% 50% YES
SNP31 failed C failed C failed C failed C failed C ... failed C failed C failed C failed C failed C ... ... A SNaP 50% 50% YES
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP2500 A failed A failed A failed A failed A failed ... T A T A T A T A T A ... ... failed SNaP 12% 50% YES
SNP2501 failed C failed C failed C failed C failed C ... G C G C G C G C G C ... ... C SNaP 10% 50% NO
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP5000 T failed T T T T T T T failed ... T T T T T T T T T T ... ... T SNP 20% 30% YES
SNP5001 A A A A A failed A A A A ... A A A A A A failed G A A ... ... A SNP 10% 10% NO
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

SNP n T A T A T A T A T A ... T A T A T A T A T A ... ... A SNP 4% 1% NO

Legend:

G1..Gn = Genotypes ; SP1..SPn = Subpopulations ; SNP1..SNPn = Markers

Alleles: 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of allele segregation patterns and frequencies within and across subpopulations for different single nucleotide

polymorphism (SNP) types observed in homozygous biparental (a) or multiparental mapping populations (b) and SNP probes excluded from analysis

applying standard filtering procedures.
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subfamily (3.5% frequency in all 200 lines, 17.5% frequency in

the subfamily).

Deletion sizes and segregation in NAM subfamilies

Physical location of SNP probes corresponding to SNaP markers

confirmed small, medium and large deletions up to chromosome-

size in the five segregating subpopulations (Figure 4). On

chromosome C02, a large range deletion was detected by

consecutive SNaP calls in the resynthesized B. napus parent

H165, consistent with whole-genome resequencing data and

read coverage analysis. This deletion segregates in the DH5ON x

H165 subpopulation in our study. Chromosome C01 also shows

large deletions in the parents H149 and MOY4. In general, the

natural B. napus parent DH5ON exhibits the lowest frequency of

genome restructuring and SNaPs, but these segregate in all

subfamilies.

SNaP markers reveal hidden QTL for disease resistance

Genomewide SNP-trait association analyses were first con-

ducted using the 18 076 quality-filtered SNP markers that were

polymorphic in the NAM subpopulations. In order to reduce

the rate of false-positive marker–trait associations, a mixed

linear model was applied that controls population substructure

using the first two principle components and the kinship

matrix. Phenotype data from blackleg disease screening in field

trials in France revealed 12 significant SNP-trait associations

(higher than the arbitrary selected significance threshold of

!log10(P-value) ≥3) with p-values between 7.88E-05 and 8.53E-

04 (Figure S2a). Blackleg resistance from the German field

screening identified 52 significant SNP-trait associations with p-

values higher than the arbitrary selected significance threshold

(!log10(P-value) ≥3). After correction for false discovery rate

(FDR, see experimental procedures), however, no SNPs

remained in either trial with confirmed associations to blackleg

disease resistance.

Repeating the GWAS including 3627 SNaPs together with the

18 076 SNPs identified a total of 38 resistance-associated

markers on the French trial data (a 3.2-fold increase, Figure S2b,

Table 1). In contrast to the SNP analysis, six associations

involving SNaP markers on chromosome C04 were also

Figure 2 Physical anchoring of single nucleotide

absence polymorphism (SNaP) markers (red lines)

and Illumina resequencing data for six nested

association mapping (NAM) parental lines to

Darmor-bzh and comparison with SNP

segregation patterns in 200 NAM lines for (a) four

consecutive SNaP markers on chromosome A03,

Bn-A03-p10962307 (10 076 697 bp), Bn-A03-

p10962645 (10 077 034 bp), Bn-A03-

p10962969 (10 077 358 bp), Bn-A03-

p10964394 (10 078 777 bp) and two

consecutive SNaP markers on chromosome A07,

Bn-A07-p21404492 (22 954 748 bp) and Bn-

A07-p21406280 (22 956 683 bp).
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significant at FDR ≤ 0.1. These identified two new QTL located

in strongly conserved LD blocks from 0–40 and 200–400 kb at

the proximal end of C04 (Figure S3). GWAS for blackleg

resistance screening data from the German field trial revealed

115 significant associations (a 2.2-fold increase compared to the

SNP markers alone), of which 41 were also significant at

FDR ≤ 0.1 (Table S3).

Similarly, using only SNP markers obtained with the commonly

used filtering criteria, we identified 47 significant SNP-trait

associations for Sclerotinia stem rot resistance with p-values over

the arbitrary significance threshold. Adding the SNaP markers, a

total of 65 markers (Table S2) associated with Sclerotinia stem rot

resistance using the arbitrary selected significance threshold (a

1.4-fold increase). SNaP markers revealing deletions inherited
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Figure 3 Alignment of Illumina resequencing

data for six nested association mapping parents to

the Darmor-bzh reference and comparison with

PCR amplification results for six genes contained

within a 30-kb deletion (position 21 934 109 to

21 964 245 bp on chromosome A03) in the

common parent DH5ON (Actin gene and

genotype Darmor-bzh are used as controls, and

genotypes with no amplified products are shown

in red font).

Figure 4 Genomewide deletion patterns visualized by single nucleotide polymorphism marker distribution with failed calls (red) in six nested association

mapping (NAM) parental lines compared to single nucleotide absence polymorphism (SNaP) marker segregation patterns in the 200 B. napus nested

association mapping (BnNAM) lines and subpopulations (blue).
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from the common elite parent DH5ON were associated with

resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot resistance for the QTL present on

A03 at position 21 Mb. The absence of these alleles in DH5ON

was reconfirmed by SNP analysis in all parents and the BnNAM

population by resequencing of parents and by PCR analyses (see

details above, Figure 3). In contrast to the analysis with SNPs

alone, a number of SNaP markers showed significant associations

(exceeding the arbitrary selected threshold) to resistances against

both pathogens.

Significant SNP-trait associations for blackleg disease and

Sclerotinia stem rot resistance were compared with previous

studies performed in other B. napus mapping panels (Table S4).

Deletions associate with both susceptibility and

resistance

We observed opposing scenarios of PAV and its association with

disease resistance. For example, an ~25 kb deletion on chromo-

some A01 in the parental line H165 associated with Sclerotinia

stem rot susceptibility in the subpopulation derived from this

parent (Figure 5a). In contrast, an ~30 kb deletion on chromo-

some A03 associated with resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot in all

five subpopulations (Figure 5b). In general, for both diseases,

absence alleles were more frequently associated with suscepti-

bility. For blackleg, all SNaP alleles associated with susceptibility

were absence alleles, while in two cases out of 30 marker–trait

associations for Sclerotinia resistance a SNaP absence allele was

associated with resistance.

Discussion

SNP hybridization arrays are nowadays commonly used in genetic

plant analyses (reviewed by Voss-Fels and Snowdon, 2016). Here,

we demonstrate that standard data quality filtering approaches

can remove large numbers of potentially useful marker informa-

tion that can mask QTL caused by PAV. We also show that these

SNaP markers are detecting deletions ranging from small (1 bp)

to large (chromosome-wide) size in segregating B. napus popu-

lations. This has been described before using whole-genome

sequencing data for single B. napus genotypes (Chalhoub et al.,

2014; Hurgobin et al., 2017; Samans et al., 2017). In the

allopolyploid genome of B. napus, high homoeology between

the diploid progenitor genomes (A and C subgenomes) led to

extensive structural genome variation a widespread phenomenon

in the pangenomes of many crop plants (for a review see

Dolatabadian et al., 2017). Thus, the refined SNP filtering

approach might be applicable to many agronomical important

diploid and polyploidy crop genomes such as maize, sorghum,

cotton wheat and others.

Using standard filtering quality procedures to select 60K

Brassica Illumina SNP array markers facilitated detection of a

number of regions corresponding to previously identified loci

conferring disease resistance. For blackleg, studies using bipar-

ental crosses and association mapping on diverse germplasm sets

have identified a small number of major loci with monogenic

inheritance (Delourme et al., 2014; Larkan et al., 2014; Raman

et al., 2012a,b) as well as multiple quantitative trait loci (QTL)

involved in disease resistance (e.g. Delourme et al., 2006; Fomeju

et al., 2015; Fopa Fomeju et al., 2014; Jestin et al., 2011; Kaur

et al., 2009; Larkan et al., 2016). Comparison of the location of

these QTL with the QTL discovered in this study is difficult as

different marker types were used for genetic mapping by most

authors. From the 50 QTL discovered in this study using SNP and

SNaP markers, only 3 coincide with previously mapped major Rlm

and quantitative resistance loci using SNP probe and SSR

sequence anchoring to Darmor-bzh (Larkan et al., 2014, 2016;

Raman et al., 2012a,b, 2016). Partial resistance to Sclerotinia

stem rot has been found in some Chinese semi-winter B. napus

genotypes (Zhao et al., 2006) and spring-type oilseed rape lines

from China and Australia (Li et al., 2009). QTL mapping in various

Chinese DH populations has identified many loci responsible for

partial resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot in RV298 9 P1804 (Zhao

et al., 2006), Huazhuang 5 9 J7005 (Wu et al., 2013),

Express 9 SWU 7 (Wei et al., 2014) and in natural populations

by Wei et al. (2016) and Wu et al. (2016). From 37 QTL

discovered in this study using SNP and SNaP markers, only seven

were reported in the literature before. After adding SNaP

markers, we observed a 1.6 -to 3.5-fold increase of QTL regions

associated with blackleg and Sclerotinia stem rot resistance (in

total 57 new QTL were found).

Most of these previous QTL analyses included other types of

markers than SNP chip markers, including anonymous amplified

fragment length polymorphism or other PCR marker systems

(Delourme et al., 2008b; Huang et al., 2016) that also partially

address presence–absence polymorphism. Combining different

marker types or marker systems has been shown to increase the

power of genetic mapping because different markers access

different genome features (Garc!ıa-Lor et al., 2012; Larkan et al.,

2014; Raman et al., 2012a,b). The advantages of SNP array

Table 1 Summary of significant marker–trait associations and QTL regions by applying GWAS for SNP markers only and for SNP plus SNaP

markers

SNP-trait associations QTL regions

SNP SNP and SNaP Overlapping New SNP SNP and SNaP Overlapping New Fold increase

Blackleg France field 12 38 12 26 7 22 6 18 3.14

Blackleg German field 52 120 55 65 14 28 13 15 2.00

SSR_AUDPC 15 16 15 1 5 8 4 4 1.60

SSR_7dai 16 17 15 2 7 11 5 6 1.57

SSR_14dai 9 12 9 3 4 11 2 9 2.75

SSR_21dai 7 20 7 13 2 7 2 5 3.50

AUDPC, area under the disease progress curve; SSR, Sclerotinia stem rot; dai, dai after inoculation; QTL, quantitative trait loci; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism;

SNaP, single nucleotide absence polymorphism; GWAS, genomewide association studies.
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screening, which provide robust, low-cost, high-resolution data

for genetic mapping and GWAS, may therefore be further

boosted by addition of methods to assess PAV via SNaP scoring.

Including SNaP markers in GWAS analysis for quantitative

resistance to blackleg disease and Sclerotinia stem rot markedly

increased significant marker–trait associations. The frequent

localization of new QTL in regions affected by PAV confirms the

hypothesis that PAV has particular relevance for disease resistance

(Hurgobin et al., 2017). Offspring of resynthesized B. napus with

high rates of presence–absence and other structural variations

may therefore have an increased potential for use in resistance

breeding of B. napus.

It is known that PAVandother structural variation in plants affect

stress response genes, particularly genes involved in disease

resistance (McHale et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2006; Tan et al.,

2012). Examples for mutations that lead to loss of functions are

numerous and have been described for many traits including

disease resistance (Dolatabadian et al., 2017). In case of R genes,

plant disease resistance is determined by complementary pairs of

resistance (R) genes from the plant and avirulence (Avr) genes from

the invading pathogen. In this gene-for-gene interaction, an

avirulence protein binds to the corresponding resistance protein

triggering plant defence responses. This interaction can be

disrupted by a mutation in the plant R gene or in the fungal Avr

gene (Bonas and Lahaye, 2002). Examples for deletions leading to a

loss of function are less frequent, but have also been described. For

example, presence–absence polymorphisms associated with race-

specific R genes are a common phenomenon estimated to affect
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Figure 5 Alignment of resequencing data in six parents of the nested association mapping population showing deletions in gene range size (left, in red)

compared to single nucleotide absence polymorphism marker–trait association for Sclerotinia stem rot disease resistance in five subpopulations (right).

Effect of an absence allele on phenotype in the respective subfamilies showing an association with (a) susceptibility on chromosome A01 at position

873 225 bp and an association with (b) resistance on chromosome A03 at position 21 934 764 bp.
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about 20% of R genes in Arabidopsis and rice (Shen et al., 2006).

Most R genes act in a dominant manner and null alleles are

consequently associated with susceptibility. When grown in the

absence of targeting pathogens, plants carrying specific R genes

were found to be up to 10% less fit than plants lacking the R gene

(MacQueen and Bergelson, 2016; Tian et al., 2003). Thus, deletion

of R genes can be beneficial and may be a common feature of crop

resistance. Association of deletions resulting in a loss of function

with susceptibility is consistent with our finding that in themajority

of cases the null alleles of SNaP markers were associated with

Sclerotinia stem rot and blackleg disease susceptibility, not with

resistance. However, in 6% of cases, we found a homozygous null

allele of a SNaP marker associated with resistance against Sclero-

tinia stem rot. This may indicate that a plant factor allowing the

pathogen to invade more efficiently is deleted or mutated. For

example, Uppalapati et al. (2012) described a mutation of the irg1

gene (inhibitor of rust germ tube differentiation 1), which is

involved in wax accumulation on the leaf surface. A homozygous

mutationwas found to hinder the germ tubes of the Asian soybean

rust and two other fungal pathogens, preventing them from

developing successfully on the leaves of Medicago truncatula.

Association of mutations or deletions with resistance in natural

populations is a rare phenomenon, as loss of function is typically

recessive and in heterozygous genotypes resistance can bemasked

by the dominant allele or by a dosage effect.

Thedetection of resistance-associated deletions andanumber of

new genetic loci for blackleg and Sclerotinia stem rot resistance in

this study demonstrate the usefulness of usingmissing data tomap

invisible QTL. Analyses of genes in deleted segments associated

with resistanceQTL is a promising newapproach to deciphering the

genetic basis of quantitative resistances in oilseed rape and other

crop species. The described strategy for genetic mapping using

SNaPmarkerswill also beuseful for dissectionofmajor agronomical

traits in molecular plant breeding of polyploid crops.

Experimental procedures

Plant material

A subset of a B. napus nested association mapping (BnNAM)

population was used in this study. The BnNAM population

consists of 50 genetically diverse winter B. napus accessions (20

exotic B. napus, 30 resynthesized B. napus) crossed with an elite

doubled haploid winter-type line (DH5ON). Each of the 50

subpopulations is composed of ≥50 doubled haploid lines per

cross (where both parents are natural B. napus) or ≥50 single-

backcross recombinant inbred lines (BC1-RILs) for crosses with

one resynthesized B. napus parent (Snowdon et al., 2015). The

present study used five BnNAM subpopulations with a total of

200 BC1-RILs (Table 2) derived from synthetic B. napus founders

carrying multiple quantitative resistances.

Phenotypic analysis of traits

Blackleg resistance testing of the 200 BnNAM accessions was

conducted in a field screening by Syngenta (Toulouse, France) and

KWS SAAT SE (Einbeck, Germany) in 2015/2016. The area of

necrosis at the plants base stem was evaluated for 30 plants per

genotype using a 1–6 scale at crop maturity in late June. This

procedure is also known as the G2 index, where a score of 1

corresponds to complete absence of affected tissue, while a score

of 6 corresponds to 100% area affected, a broken stem or a dead

plant (Delourme et al., 2008a,b; Huang et al., 2016). Sclerotinia

stem rot resistance tests were conducted in a field screening at

KWS SAAT SE, Einbeck, Germany, in 2015/2016. Resistance was

assessed using a toothpick stem inoculation method similar to the

method described by Zhao and Meng (2003). Plants in plots were

inoculated after flowering with toothpicks that were previously

soaked with potato dextrose broth and overgrown with S. scle-

rotiorum mycelia. The toothpicks were inserted into the centre of

the main stem and the lengths of necrotic surface were measured

at 7, 14 and 21 days after inoculation (dai). Approximately 25

plants were scored for each of the 200 tested BnNAM lines. Using

the lesion lengths recorded at the three dates, an area under the

disease progress curve (AUDPC) was calculated according to

Obermeier et al. (2013). Mean values for each of the three time

points (7, 14, 21 dai) and the AUDPC values were used for

GWAS.

SNP genotyping and quality control

The entire BnNAM panel was genotyped with the 60K Illumina

Infinium Brassica SNP array containing 52 158 SNP probes.

Using the Darmor-bzh reference v4.1 (Chalhoub et al., 2014),

we anchored 28 073 SNP marker using BLASTN as described by

Qian et al. (2014). Initially, all markers that exhibited a minor

allele frequency (MAF) <0.05 and a failed call frequency >90%

were removed from the SNP data set. Subsequently, SNP

markers that were previously anchored to the Darmor-bzh

reference v4.1 were included in a customized pipeline, regard-

less of whether they were polymorphic or monomorphic for

expected SNP alleles, to evaluate whether they show segrega-

tion patterns consistent with a presence–absence polymorphism

Table 2 Parents, genetic origin and composition of nested association mapping subpopulations used for blackleg and Sclerotinia stem rot

resistance evaluation

Parental lines Type

Accession

name

Number

of RILs Mother Variety/type Father Variety/type

PBY033 Synthetic H149 48 Brassica oleracea

conv. capitata var. medullosa

‘Cavalier rouge’ B. rapa ssp. chinensis Pak Choi

PBY034 Synthetic H165 28 B. oleracea conv.

capitata var. sabauda

Wirsing B. rapa ssp. chinensis Pak Choi

PBY040 Synthetic RS13/6 53 B. rapa ssp. chinensis Pak Choi B. oleracea conv. botrytis

var. alboglabra

Broccoli

PBY050 Synthetic CRY1 41 B. rapa spp. trilocularis Yellow Sarson B. cretica –

PBY052 Synthetic MOY4 31 B. rapa spp. trilocularis Yellow Sarson B. montana –

PBY061 Elite DH5ON – B. napus ssp. napus Oase B. napus ssp. napus Nugget
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(SNaPs), indicating a possible deletion. If a SNP exhibited a

presence–absence segregation pattern ratio in at least one of

the subfamilies, the presence SNP allele was recoded as AA and

the failed SNP call as BB to enable inclusion in the marker matrix

for the GWAS.

Genomewide association studies, linkage disequilibrium
analysis and haplotype construction

Association analyses were conducted using the R package

GenABEL (Aulchenko et al., 2007). A mixed linear model

approach that increases detection power (Stich et al., 2008)

was adjusted for population stratification by including the kinship

matrix and the first two principal components as covariates (Price

et al., 2006). For determining significant SNP-trait association,

we applied a FDR of ≤0.1 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

Additionally, a significance cut-off value was set at !log10(1/n),

where n represents the number of SNP markers. To reduce the

type II error rate, we also captured the SNP-trait associations for

disease resistance using an arbitrary threshold of !log10(P-value) ≥3

as previously done by Hatzig et al. (2015) and Raman et al.

(2016). Whole-genome linkage disequilibrium was calculated

using the squared allele frequency correlations (r2) between pairs

of SNPs. Only markers with MAF ≥ 0.05 were included in the

analysis. Haplotype patterns were assessed for SNPs and SNaPs

that showed significant marker trait association. Haplotype

blocks were defined using the confidence interval method

described by Gabriel et al. (2002) in Haploview version 4.2

(Barrett et al., 2005) and the R package GenABEL (Aulchenko

et al., 2007).

PCR validation of PAV

Specific primers were designed for all genes present in QTL

intervals that showed significant associations between SNaP

markers and traits on chromosomes A03 and C04. Additionally,

primers specific for an Actin gene copy located on C04

(BnaC04g27010D) were designed and included in a multiplex

PCR to ensure that no technical errors occurred during the tests.

Additionally, we included for PCR the B. napus reference

genotype Darmor-bzh as a positive control for PCR amplification.

PCR primer information, reaction setup and conditions are listed

in Table S5.

Comparative sequence analysis of QTL regions from six
NAM parents

The publically available B. napus Darmor-bzh reference genome

assembly v. 4.1 (Chalhoub et al., 2014) and the resequencing

data sets of the six BnNAM parents with a 12 to 159 coverage of

Illumina 100-bp paired-end-sequencing (Schmutzer et al., 2015)

were used for comparative analysis of read coverage and PAV in

selected QTL regions. Illumina sequence reads of the six parental

lines were aligned to the reference genome with CLC Genomics

Workbench v.9.0 software (Qiagen Bioinformatics, Aarhus, Den-

mark). Putative PAVs were visually inspected using CLC Genomics

Workbench. To remove putative false-positive aligned short

Illumina reads, a minimum threshold of five reads aligned to a

physical position in the reference was set, similar to the approach

described by Schmutzer et al. (2015).
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Figure S1. Sequence analyses for a QTL detected for blackleg

disease resistance in DH line MOY4, covering a 12 kb region on

chromosome C04 (C04_QTL1). (a) Anchoring of consensus

Sanger reads to the reference genome Darmor-bzh; (b) anchoring

of Sanger reads to individual NAM parents of five targeted genes;

(c) PCR amplification of genes.

Figure S2. Manhattan plots resulting from genome-wide asso-

ciation analysis (GWAS) for blackleg resistance in the NAM panel

using (a) SNP markers, (b) SNP and SNaP markers. The x-axis

represents the marker positions along each chromosome

anchored to the Darmor-bzh reference; the y-axis shows the

!log10(P-value) for the trait–marker association. The solid horizon-

tal line indicates the arbitrary selected threshold at !log10(P-value)
≥3 and the dashed line indicates the significance threshold

!log10(P-value) ≥4.33 or FDR <0.10.

Figure S3. Detection of a QTL for blackleg disease resistance on

chromosome C04 using GWAS with (a1) only SNP markers, and

(a2) SNP plus SNaP markers. Haplotype patterns reveal two blocks

at the beginning of the chromosome, one (BnPAV_C04_1)

spanning 40k and harbouring 3 SNaP markers (b1), and 13

genes (c1), and a second (BnPAV_C04_2) spanning 200k and

harbouring 2 SNaP markers (b2), and 19 genes (c2), respectively.

Table S1. Mean genomic distances and haploblock numbers

between SNP markers and between SNP and SNaP markers,

respectively.

Table S2. Summary of SNP-trait associations with a !log10(P-

value) ≥3.

Table S3. Summary of SNP- and SNaP-trait associations with a

!log10(P-value) ≥3.

Table S4. Common QTL regions with literature.

Table S5. Information on PCR primer sequences, reaction setups

and cycling conditions.
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Abstract 26 

 27 

Although copy number variation (CNV) and presence-absence variation (PAV) have been discovered 28 

in selected gene families in most crop species, the global prevalence of these polymorphisms in most 29 

complex genomes is still unclear and their influence on quantitatively inherited agronomic traits is still 30 

largely unknown. Here we analyze the association of gene PAV with resistance of oilseed rape 31 

(Brassica napus) against the important fungal pathogen Verticillium longisporum, as an example for a 32 

complex, quantitative disease resistance in the strongly rearranged genome of a recent allopolyploid 33 

crop species. Using Single Nucleotide absence Polymorphism (SNaP) markers to efficiently trace 34 

PAV in breeding populations, we significantly increased the resolution of loci influencing V. 35 

longisporum resistance in biparental and multi-parental mapping populations. Gene PAV, assayed by 36 

resequencing mapping parents, was observed in 23-51% of the genes within confidence intervals of 37 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) for V. longisporum resistance, and high-priority candidate genes identified 38 

within QTL were all affected by PAV. The results demonstrate the prominent role of gene PAV in 39 

determining agronomic traits, suggesting that this important class of polymorphism should be 40 

exploited more systematically in future breeding.  41 

 42 

Key words: breeding, genome-wide gene variation, presence-absence variation, polyploidy, rapeseed  43 
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INTRODUCTION 45 

Duplication of genes followed by diversification is a common process shaping the evolution of plant 46 

species by natural and artificial (breeding) selection 1. Genes can be duplicated by different 47 

mechanisms, including tandem duplication, transposon-mediated duplication, segmental duplication, 48 

or in the most extreme form by whole-genome duplication (WGD) or polyploidization. WGD is 49 

common in the evolutionary history of many wild and cultivated plant species. Different terms have 50 

been used frequently to describe short- and long-range genomic duplication and genome structural 51 

variation (SV), a term originally defined in reference to insertions, deletions and inversions greater 52 

than 1 kb in size 2,3,4. In contrast to small-scale insertion-deletion (InDel) polymorphisms, which are 53 

generally defined as small insertions or deletions of a few nucleotides (up to 50 bp), SV in the size 54 

range of genes (up to a few kb) can give rise to copy number variation (CNV) or presence/absence 55 

variation (PAV). The latter is an extreme form of CNV where fragments in the size range of genes are 56 

missing from the genomes of some investigated genotypes.  57 

Genes affected by CNV in diploid plant species have been linked to local adaptation of wild 58 

populations 5 and to important agronomical traits in crops, including abiotic and biotic stress tolerance 59 

1,3,6,7, 8. However, the strong impact of CNV and other forms of SV in polyploid crop genomes on 60 

evolution and trait selection was not recognized until the last few years, when recognition of their 61 

relevance was facilitated by large-scale genotyping and genome sequencing in large breeding 62 

populations of numerous crops 9. One recent genotyping technology which is particularly suitable for 63 

detection of long-range SV is Bionano optical genome mapping using nano-channel arrays 10. This 64 

method involves imaging of high-molecular weight, fluorescently-labeled DNA molecules and 65 

creation of large restriction maps represented as stretches of light and dark regions (resembling a 66 

barcode), which then can be aligned to an in silico generated optical map of a reference genome 67 

assembly. A key factor distinguishing this approach from previous technologies for SV analysis is that 68 

the DNA molecules are not sheared, thus enabling the capture of long-range genomic information 69 

stretching up to several hundred kilobases. In combination with accurate genome assemblies even for 70 

strongly complex polyploid crop genomes, optical mapping opens new avenues for dissection of 71 

genomic rearrangements associated with traits relevant for commercial plant breeding.  72 

In polyploid crop species, duplications, InDels and PAV have been found to control a number of 73 

important agronomical traits, for example flowering time and vernalization requirement in oilseed rape 74 

11,12 and wheat 13, abiotic stress tolerance in wheat 14,15 and biotic stress tolerance in tobacco 16. Oilseed 75 

rape (Brassica napus) is a recent polyploid crop species originating from the inter-specific 76 

hybridization between the two diploid progenitor species, B. oleracea and B. rapa. Due to high levels 77 

of homoeology between the two progenitor subgenomes, widespread structural rearrangements are a 78 

common phenomenon within the rapeseed genome 17,18,19, while its ancestral hexaploid progenitor 79 
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genomes already carried intensive structural and functional modifications through long-term genome 80 

fractionation and evolution 20,21,22,23. 81 

Previously, was demonstrated that biotic stress tolerance is commonly associated with inheritable 82 

single nucleotide presence/absence polymorphism in segregating breeding populations 24. Here we 83 

focus on gene PAV and evaluate the biological relevance and prevalence of gene PAV associated with 84 

resistance to a common fungal disease of oilseed rape, Verticillium stem striping caused by 85 

Verticillium longisporum 
24. By genetic mapping of genome-wide SNP/SNaP markers, along with 86 

short-read Illumina sequencing in combination with long-range optical mapping, we demonstrate that 87 

inclusion of presence-absence polymorphisms in quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping strategies 88 

enables also reliable identification of gene PAV with a putative role in V. longisporum resistance. The 89 

results provide a valuable example for the importance of pangenomic gene variation for breeding of a 90 

key trait in a major polyploid crop.  91 

 92 

RESULTS 93 

SNaP markers increase QTL detection power 94 

Analysis of raw genotype data from the Brassica 60k SNP array 26,27 for a doubled haploid population 95 

ExR53-DH, showed a high percentage of failed calls for some individual SNP probes across all 96 

analyzed 244 genotypes. Commonly, SNP probes with a high percentage of failed calls across all 97 

genotypes (>10%) are considered technical artefacts and these SNP probes are usually completely 98 

removed from genetic analyses. Here instead of being discarded due to excessive missing data, these 99 

markers could be recovered from the dataset as Single Nucleotide absence Polymorphism (SNaP) 100 

markers 24 and subsequently implemented for biparental genetic mapping. Two genetic maps were 101 

produced, one using only SNP markers (the “SNP map”) and one using SNP plus SNaP markers (the 102 

“SNaP map”), respectively. Comparison of the SNP and SNaP maps revealed that large chromosomal 103 

regions were not covered in the SNP map (e.g. for chromosome A03 compare Figure 1a and 1b). 104 

Surprisingly, QTL mapping using the SNaP map increased the number of detectable QTL from five to 105 

17 (Supplementary Table S1), with substantially increased LOD scores also indicating a dramatic 106 

increase in QTL detection power when including SNaP marker data. Furthermore, the map resolution 107 

and precision across QTL intervals were considerably increased by inclusion of SNaP markers. 108 

Interestingly, some QTL detected only in the SNaP map contained only SNP markers within the QTL 109 

confidence interval (e.g. q23k-BP-A1-1, q23k-BP-A1-2, q23k-BP-A3-2), while other QTL spanned 110 

intervals containing only SNaP markers (e.g. q23k-BP-A3-1). Many SNaP markers clustered in 111 

groups, spanning large regions up to chromosome scale, while other SNaP markers were located 112 

within blocks of SNP markers (Supplementary Table S1).  113 
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Additionally, based on segregation of parental lines for V. longisporum resistance, a subset of 114 

subpopulations from crosses of a common elite oilseed rape parent with five synthetic B. napus parents 115 

was selected from the B. napus nested association mapping (NAM) panel described by Snowdon et al. 116 

28. GWAS using only SNP markers revealed a total of 18 marker-trait associations with p-values 117 

greater than -log(p-value) ≥ 3, on chromosomes A02, A07, C04, C05 and C06, however none of the 118 

associated SNP markers exceeded the false discovery rate (FDR) threshold (Supplementary Table S2, 119 

Supplementary Figure S2). In contrast, GWAS including both SNP and SNaP markers increased the 120 

number of markers associated with resistance from 18 to 41 (Supplementary Figure S2) and 121 

simultaneously increased the QTL detection power in the NAM panel (Supplementary Table S2). Most 122 

of the additional detected QTL contained only SNaP markers. A total of three markers, localized on 123 

chromosomes A07, C04 and C08 showed low p-values which overcame the FDR threshold.  124 

 125 

Common resistance QTL colocalize with PAV in diverse genetic backgrounds  126 

Sizes of QTL intervals for V. longisporum resistance showed differences between the biparental QTL 127 

mapping and the multi-parental GWAS (Supplementary Table S1 and S2). Generally, smaller QTL 128 

intervals are expected in a NAM-GWAS approach, as higher numbers of recombinations are expected 129 

from crosses involving multiple non-related parents. On the other hand, QTL intervals in a GWAS 130 

mapping approach can only be measured for markers which can be positionally anchored, whereas 131 

biparental mapping can also consider marker loci which can be genetically but not physically 132 

anchored. This led to some common resistance QTL with smaller confidence intervals observed in the 133 

biparental mapping compared to the NAM-GWAS (e.g. QTL on chromosomes A05 and C05).  134 

Using only SNP markers, comparison of QTL detected by biparental QTL mapping and by GWAS 135 

revealed one common QTL on chromosome C05, designated q17k-BP-C5/q18k-NAM-C5-2 (Figure 2, 136 

Supplementary Tables S1 and S2), which had the highest coefficient of determination of all QTL in 137 

the biparental mapping and a medium coefficient of determination in the NAM-GWAS. In contrast, 138 

adding SNaP markers to the QTL analyses revealed 5 common overlapping QTL (Figure 2, Table 1) 139 

harbouring 2 to 90 genes per confidence interval (Supplementary Table S3). 140 

 141 

Gene ontology and enrichment analysis for genes underlying resistance QTL 142 

Gene ontology enrichment analysis of the biparental population revealed five enriched GO terms in 17 143 

QTL regions, with highest significance (topgoFisher score) attributable to the terms ‘chitin catabolic 144 

process’ and ‘response to biotic stimulus’ (Supplementary Table S4). In the NAM population eight 145 

enriched terms for genes harboured in 28 QTL regions were mainly related to cell growth. In the co-146 

localizing QTL sections six enriched GO terms were identified. A total of 144 genes are harboured 147 
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within the confidence intervals of the 5 co-localizing resistance QTL (Supplementary Table S5). The 148 

GO terms for the 144 genes harboured in the five consensus QTL intervals reflect annotations from 149 

just 8 genes (labelled in green in Supplementary Table S5) related to cell-wall modification 150 

(expansins) and pathogen defence (defensins) on chromosome A05 (CoLOC2) and selenium binding 151 

on chromosome C08 (CoLOC5). One gene each returned annotation terms containing ‘response to 152 

stress’ and ‘systemic acquired resistance’, respectively. For four genes an annotation term ‘defense 153 

response to fungus’ or ‘response to symbiotic fungus’ was assigned, mostly based on plant defensin 154 

genes, whereas seven genes returned annotations containing the term ‘cell wall’, mostly based on 155 

expansin genes and pectin esterase-like protein genes.  156 

 157 

Both long and short-range PAV influence V. longisporum resistance  158 

To validate if SNaP markers can help to reliably detect otherwise invisible QTL, resistance-associated 159 

QTL detected with SNP and SNaP markers in the ExR53-DH population were physically located in 160 

the B. napus Darmor-bzh reference genome and the corresponding sequences were compared with 161 

optical genome maps. De novo assembly for Express 617 and R53 was performed using 300 Gb of 162 

BioNano data (~250x coverage) from Express 617 and 140 Gb (~116x coverage) from R53, 163 

respectively. DNA molecules from both genotypes exhibited a very high N50 > 180 kbp, ensuring that 164 

long-range genomic information was covered (Supplementary Table S6). One nick label was detected 165 

for every 10,000 bp of the molecules, also indicating a uniform coverage and a high SV detection 166 

power. The final assembly comprised 1,368 and 1,331 optical maps with N50 values of 234 kb and 167 

235 kb, respectively. The total lengths of the optical mapping assemblies were 978 Mb for Express 168 

617 and 874 Mb for R53. The high molecule sizes, along with the total size of the assemblies close to 169 

the predicted genome size for B. napus, indicate a good assembly quality suitable for reliable detection 170 

of long-range SV. Optical maps enabled accurate detection of small to medium-size deletions and 171 

insertions in the size range of genes (from 3 to 5 kb). Large-scale deletions detected with optical 172 

mapping data were also consistently detected by consecutively anchored SNaP markers in the ExR53-173 

DH genetic map (Supplementary Figure S1). 174 

The 17 detected QTL regions harboured between 3 and 21 SNP and/or SNaP markers. In total, 122 175 

markers were contained within QTL regions and 72 could be anchored to the Darmor-bzh reference 176 

genome (Supplementary Table S7). All regions were investigated for long-range structural variants 177 

within QTL regions in parental genomes by analyzing the optical map data and comparing the data 178 

with SNP/SNaP marker patterns in the segregating population. Medium to long-range structural 179 

variation (>3 kb deletions) were confirmed for 16 out of 18 (89%) SNaP marker positions in the two 180 

parents (Supplementary Table S7), suggesting that genetically anchored consecutive SNaP markers 181 
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can reliably detect medium to long-range presence/absence polymorphism associated with V. 182 

longisporum resistance.  183 

Figure 1 shows an example for comparison of genetic mapping from the DH population, reference 184 

anchoring of SNP and SNaP markers and optical mapping data of two parents for chromosome A03, 185 

which harbours two additional QTL not detectable using the SNP map. One of the QTL detectable 186 

only with the SNaP map, q23k-BP-A3-1, harboured 4 SNaP markers, whereas another, QTL q23k-BP-187 

A3-2, harboured 14 SNP markers within the confidence interval (Supplementary Table S7). The QTL 188 

q23-BP-A3-1 is localized in a region with long consecutively ordered stretches of SNaP markers. For 189 

the parental line Express 617, both QTL regions were covered in the optical maps (Figure 1c), whereas 190 

for the synthetic B. napus parent R53 about 6 Mb overlapping the QTL region q-23k-BP-A3-1 was not 191 

covered. The region not covered in R53 corresponds to a 13.8 cM interval on the genetic SNaP map 192 

(3.456 Mb), with the resistance allele contributed by Express 617 (Figure 1a and b). This lack of 193 

optical map alignments in QTL q23k-BP-A3-1, combined with segregating, consecutively anchored 194 

SNaP markers in the segregating DH population, confirms the deletion of this large chromosomal 195 

region in parental line R53 and shows that this deletion is involved in resistance expression. In 196 

contrast, the second QTL, q23k-BP-A3-2, is located in a region on chromosome A03 with long 197 

consecutively mapped stretches of SNP markers. Flanking the QTL region, only isolated SNaP 198 

markers were mapped. The isolated SNaP markers detected close to the QTL thus probably represent 199 

short-range PAV, potentially down to even single-nucleotide level. Nevertheless, saturating the genetic 200 

map on chromosome A03 by adding SNaP markers facilitated the detection of QTL q23k-BP-A3-2, 201 

whereas no QTL could be mapped in this region using only the SNP map (Figure 1a, Supplementary 202 

Table S1). This example demonstrates that the addition of SNaP markers for genetic mapping was 203 

causal for a higher detection power of V. longisporum resistance QTL associated with both 204 

presence/presence as well as presence/absence polymorphisms.  205 

 206 

Gene PAV is a key determinant of V. longisporum resistance  207 

In order to identify putatively absent genes from regions associated with V. longisporum disease 208 

resistance in the NAM panel, we combined Illumina 60K SNP chip array genotyping and Illumina 209 

resequencing data for the six NAM parental lines with GWAS data from the segregating NAM 210 

population. Illumina resequencing confirmed medium to long-range presence/absence variation in the 211 

respective parents for 17 QTL regions (Supplementary Table S6). 60% of the 28 detected resistance 212 

QTL were affected by medium to long-range PAV in the NAM population. 213 

Figure 3 shows an example of the analyses for the SNaP marker Bn-A03-p10964394, which is 214 

associated with V. longisporum resistance within the QTL interval q22k-NAM-A3-2 (Supplementary 215 

Table S8). This region CoLOC1 (Supplementary Table S3) also overlaps with QTL q23k-BP-A3-1 216 
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detected in the biparental cross (Figure 3a). Comparison of the marker-trait segregation in the NAM 217 

panel with marker and resequencing data for the six parental genotypes confirmed the expected pattern 218 

and revealed a putatively deleted interval within a part (8 %) of the QTL region of the susceptible 219 

parent. This deletion corresponds to a 30 kb region containing 10 protein-coding genes (Figure 3c) 220 

within the entire QTL interval of 382 kb containing a total of 90 genes (Figure 3b). However, from 5 221 

markers (3 SNaPs, 2 SNPs) within the LD block of the common QTL interval CoLOC1, only the 222 

SNaP marker Bn-A03-p10964394 within the deleted region in R53 is significantly associated with V. 223 

longisporum resistance, suggesting that presence/absence polymorphism is involved in resistance. 224 

Based on the resequencing data of the parental lines, two to four genes are affected by deletions within 225 

the QTL interval (Figure 3c), namely BnaA03g21190D (coding for an uncharacterized protein), 226 

BnaA03g21200D (coding for a skp1-like protein involved in ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic 227 

processes), BnaA03g21210D (coding for aquaporin pip1-2 protein involved in transporter activities), 228 

BnaA03g21220D (coding for an uncharacterized protein) and BnaA03g21230D (coding for an ATP-229 

dependent helicase brm-like protein involved in DNA binding). 230 

SNP/SNaP marker patterns within V. longisporum QTL regions were also compared with parental 231 

whole-genome sequence coverage in the two parents of the biparental population ExR53-DH. 232 

Complete or partial presence/absence events were reconfirmed by resequencing coverage analysis of 233 

the two parents for 12 out of 18 reference-anchored SNaP markers (67%) and for 5 out of 6 QTL 234 

regions harbouring one or several reference-anchored SNaP markers (83%, Supplementary Table S9). 235 

The 14 cM QTL interval q23k-BP-A3-1 spans 3,45 Mb on the Darmor-bzh reference, containing 683 236 

genes (Supplementary Table S9). Part of this region is shown in detail in Figure 1 as co-localizing 237 

QTL region CoLOC1. Within CoLOC1 a total of 382 kb, containing 90 genes, overlaps in the 238 

biparental and multi-parental QTL analyses (Supplementary Table S3 and Figure 3).  239 

 240 

Identification of genes affected by PAV by genome resequencing  241 

Using genomic resequencing data from 52 accessions 29, including the six NAM parents investigated 242 

in our study, we tested the software package SGSGeneLoss 30 for gene loss calling and classification 243 

of genes as PAV genes or non-PAV genes. Parameters of 5% minimum gene size coverage (lostCutoff 244 

= 0.05) and minimum coverage of two reads for a gene (minCov = 2) was used by Hurgobin et al. 19 to 245 

call a gene as present in a genotype. However, using these parameters for the 6 NAM parents used in 246 

our study and comparing gene loss calling with PCR amplification data for 11 gene fragments from 247 

two genomic regions on chromosome A03 and C04 (Gabur et al.,24, Figure 3 and Supplementary 248 

Figure S3) revealed an inaccurate gene fragment loss classification in 9 of 66 cases (86 % accuracy) 249 

and no PAV was called for the chromosome C04 regions. This suggests that the chosen parameters 250 

were not stringent enough in the six genotypes to distinguish genuine gene loss from data processing 251 
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noise due to misalignments. Hence, gene loss was accordingly underestimated using these 252 

SGSGeneLoss program parameters (and using Darmor-bzh v.4.1 as a reference). We therefore 253 

developed a customized pipeline which calibrated gene loss calling parameters based on PCR wet lab 254 

data and also included the gene size in the calculations to reduce further alignment biases. This 255 

procedure increased accuracy of gene loss calling to 96%. Both methods were then used for gene loss 256 

calling in the six NAM parents, Express617 and R53, firstly across the whole genome and then within 257 

identified QTL regions. Using our modified approach, 49 % of total genes (49,701 of 101,039) were 258 

estimated to be affected by gene loss and 51 % of genes within the 28 QTL regions (1,334 of 2,601) 259 

were estimated to be affected by gene loss (PAV genes) between the 6 NAM parents. Between 260 

Express 617 and R53, 23 % of total genes (23,772 of 101,039) and 23 % of genes within 17 QTL 261 

regions (590 of 2,646) were estimated to be affected by gene loss. A total of 144 genes were harboured 262 

in the 5 QTL intervals which co-localized between the biparental and multi-parental QTL mapping. Of 263 

these, 74 (52 %) in the NAM panel and 37 (26 %) in the ExR53-DH panel were estimated to be 264 

affected by PAVs. The genes estimated to be affected by PAV overlap in 20% of cases within the 5 265 

co-localizing QTL regions between the two populations (Supplementary Table S10). 266 

 267 

Identification of candidate genes associated with PAV 268 

Within the 17 detected V. longisporum resistance QTL regions in the ExR53-DH population 590 269 

(23%) from a total of 2,646 genes are affected by PAV based on coverage analysis of the parental 270 

resequencing data. In contrast, within the 28 detected QTL in the NAM population 1,334 genes from 271 

2,601 (51%) are affected by PAV. Within the 5 QTL regions that co-localize between the ExR53-DH 272 

and NAM populations, 37% (37/144) of genes are affected by PAV in ExR53-DH and 52% (74/144) 273 

are affected by PAV in the NAM population. In total, 28 of 144 genes affected by PAV (20%) are 274 

common between the biparental and NAM populations. Analysis of genes from QTL regions affected 275 

by presence/absence polymorphism in both populations revealed that 43% of these genes (12/28) have 276 

no GO terms assigned.  277 

 278 

DISCUSSION 279 

The reanalysis and integration of SNP array data, short-range Illumina sequencing data and long-range 280 

Bionano optical mapping data with QTL data provided new insights into the importance of gene PAV 281 

for disease resistance expression against Verticillium stem striping in oilseed rape. This indicates that 282 

some V. longisporum resistance QTL are located in chromosome regions undetectable by SNP markers 283 

alone and will thus remain undiscovered in traditional SNP array-based analyses. Corresponding 284 

results were obtained for the multi-parental population using reference-anchored markers. These 285 
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findings indicate that association of PAV with disease resistance in allopolyploid B. napus is a 286 

common and prevalent phenomenon. Hence, the use of SNaP markers for genetic mapping, QTL 287 

analyses and breeding for disease resistance in oilseed rape could prove to be of great interest for 288 

scientists and oilseed rape breeders. The recent allopolyploid crop species B. napus shows a strong 289 

abundance of SV and genomic rearrangements 18,31, and to date it is unknown how widespread this 290 

phenomenon is in other, older polyploid crop species. However, the ability to extract SNaP marker 291 

calls from commonly used, cost-effective genotyping array data 32 makes this technique interesting for 292 

high-throughput discovery of trait-associated PAV in other polyploid crops like wheat, which is 293 

known to exhibit PAV and CNV for a number of important agricultural traits  13,15,33,34.  294 

Although intra-species PAV has been reported in many plant species, it is still unclear for most crops 295 

how many genes, what kind of genes and what traits are predominantly affected. Especially in 296 

complex polyploid crops, considerably higher numbers of diverse, high-quality reference assemblies 297 

are needed before reliable pangenomic analysis of genome-wide gene PAV becomes possible. In 298 

maize, Beló et al. 35 used comparative genomic hybridization arrays for detailed genome-wide analysis 299 

of SV, and a more recent study discovered some degree of CNV between 100 analyzed lines across 300 

more than 90% of the maize genome 36. Hurgobin et al. 19 classified 38% of all B. napus genes in a 301 

diversity set of 53 genotypes as PAV-affected, including genes involved in important agronomical 302 

traits. However, bioinformatic inference of PAV from high-throughput sequencing data without 303 

experimental validation can lead to false classification of gene PAV. Here we demonstrate that using 304 

complementary PCR data to calibrate bioinformatics tools the proportion of gene PAV may be even 305 

higher in selected breeding materials. 306 

For nucleotide binding site-leucine-rich repeat (NLR) resistance genes, which are often organized in 307 

clusters or tandem repeats in a number of plant species and crops, numerous studies have shown that 308 

fitness costs can lead to multiplication and deletion of gene family members, particularly in A. 309 

thaliana 
37,38,39 but also in B. napus 17. Samans et al. 18 described two gene clusters of 14 and 8 TIR-310 

NBS-LRR genes, respectively, on B. napus chromosome C09, which are frequently deleted in natural 311 

B. napus compared to synthetic B. napus accessions. Part of one of these regions, containing a total of 312 

7 TIR-NBS-LRR genes affected by PAV, was also identified in in our study to harbour a QTL for V. 313 

longisporum resistance. However, the results of our study also clearly show that gene PAVs within 314 

resistance QTL regions are not limited to clusters of typical NLR genes, but widespread and affecting 315 

functionally very diverse genes and families. In fact, only 54 of 2601 genes we detected within the 28 316 

resistance QTL (2%) were typical NLR genes.  317 

Different mixtures of V. longisporum lineages/pathotypes were used for disease resistance screening in 318 

the two different B. napus mapping panels. Comparison of QTL regions detected by including SNaP 319 

markers between the biparental and the multi-parental populations revealed a considerable number of 320 

common QTL. This indicates broad-spectrum, lineage/pathotype-independent resistance reactions in 321 
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genetically diverse germplasm which are of great interest for commercial resistance breeding. Thus we 322 

focused for a more detailed analysis on these 5 common QTL regions, which harbour 2 to 90 genes 323 

each within the co-localizing section of the QTL intervals. 324 

Based on the quantitative genetic nature of the disease resistance, we assumed that single specialized 325 

genes involved in very different biological functions from each QTL interval will not contribute to V. 326 

longisporum resistance, but rather a number of genes from common biosynthesis pathways or with 327 

common biological functions from one or all QTL intervals. Thus, to prioritize candidate PAV genes 328 

putatively involved in broad-range resistance expression we performed a gene ontology enrichment 329 

analysis for all QTL-associated genes, separately for both populations, and also for the genes from the 330 

5 common QTL intervals. The enriched GO terms for the genes from the QTL regions were quite 331 

different between the two populations, being mainly related to chitin and cell-wall metabolism for the 332 

biparental ExR53-DH population and mainly related to cell growth for the multi-parental NAM 333 

population. This difference is not unexpected, as the disease resistance screenings are known to be 334 

highly susceptible to the environment and slightly different mixes of V. longisporum 335 

lineages/pathotypes were used for inoculation of the two populations. However, the result might also 336 

indicate that common as well as different resistance mechanisms are activated by different pathotypes. 337 

Within the 144 genes from the co-localizing QTL putatively involved in pathotype-independent 338 

resistance, a number of genes coding for selenium-binding proteins, for plant defensin proteins and for 339 

expansin proteins have been found to be affected by PAV. In A. thaliana, expression of selenium 340 

binding proteins is tightly linked to detoxification processes related to oxidative stress 40. Plant 341 

defensins are major components of the innate immune system of plants, are involved in the cell wall 342 

integrity signaling pathway and often show a potent, broad-spectrum antifungal activity 41. The 343 

antifungal protein RsAFP2 from Raphanus sativus, a close relative of B. napus, has been described to 344 

exhibit antifungal activitiy against the fungus V. dahliae, which is closely related to V. longisporum 42. 345 

Furthermore, a synthetic defensin expressed in A. thaliana has also been shown to exhibit antifungal 346 

activity against V. dahliae 43. Expansins mediate cell wall-loosening and down-regulation of an 347 

expansin-like protein in A. thaliana that has been shown to increase resistance against nectotrophic 348 

fungi 44. 349 

The prioritization of these candidate PAV genes mainly involved in cell wall integrity, growth and 350 

modification is consistent with our earlier findings that QTL for the concentration of soluble simple 351 

phenylpropanoids, which are putative precursors and degradation products of cell-wall modifications 352 

and cross-linking, are co-localizing with major resistance QTL in the biparental population ExR53-353 

DH. In addition, the concentrations of some of these cell wall-associated compounds are significantly 354 

correlated with V. longisporum resistance 45.  355 

 356 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 357 

Phenotyping for Verticillium longisporum resistance in B. napus 358 

Resistance phenotyping was conducted in the greenhouse at Georg August University Göttingen, 359 

Germany. In order to represent a broad range of pathogenicity traits occurring in oilseed rape fields, a 360 

spore suspension mixture of V. longisporum isolates VL43 (lineage A1/D1, North Germany), VLS3 361 

(lineage A1/D1, Sweden) and PD589 (lineage A1/D3, Japan) 46,47 with a density of 1 x 106 spores/ml 362 

concentrations each was used to inoculate the 200 NAM lines applying the root-dipping method 48 in 363 

four experiments. Each experiment included 20 inoculated and 20 control plants for each tested 364 

genotype. Rating of symptoms was done weekly over a 4-week period, using the 1-9 disease scoring 365 

scale described by Eynck et al. 48. Resistance screening for the biparental population ExR53-DH was 366 

performed similarly using a mixture of isolates VL40 and VL43 (both lineage A1/D1) with 202 DH 367 

lines described in detail in Obermeier et al. 45. 368 

 369 

High molecular weight DNA isolation for optical mapping 370 

High molecular weight (HMW) DNA isolation was carried out for Express 617 and R53 according to 371 

the IrysPrep™ Plant Tissue-Nuclei protocol provided by Bionano Genomics. Young leaves 372 

(approximately 2 grams) were harvested from dark-treated rapeseed plants. The harvested leaves were 373 

immediately fixed with 2% formaldehyde followed by homogenization in isolation buffer containing 374 

PVP-10, BME and Triton X-100. The isolated nuclei were then purified on Percoll cushions. Purified 375 

nuclei were further embedded in an agarose matrix. Agarose plugs were further subjected to proteinase 376 

K treatment followed by rigorous washings steps. Finally, HMW DNA was recovered by melting the 377 

plugs using GELase™ (Epicentre) treatment. An additional drop dialysis step was performed to ensure 378 

ultra-clean DNA. High molecular weight DNA was further subjected to sequence-specific nick-379 

labeling using the IrysPrep™ Labeling-NLRS protocol provided by Bionano Genomics. HMW DNA 380 

was subjected to digestion by the single-stranded nicking endonuclease Nt.BspQI (recognition site 381 

GCTCTTC). The nicks created by Nt.BspQI were then repaired using fluorophore-labeled nucleotides. 382 

Nicked and labeled single DNA molecules were subsequently loaded onto an IrysChip for imaging on 383 

the Bionano Genomics Irys system. 384 

 385 

Bio-informatics analysis for Bionano optical mapping data 386 

DNA molecule images generated from the Irys system were computationally translated into single-387 

molecule optical maps. These single molecules were then assembled into consensus maps using the 388 

dedicated IrysSolve pipeline (v5134) provided by Bionano Genomics. An in silico optical map was 389 
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generated for the Darmor-bzh v. 4.1 reference 17 reference using Knickers v1.5.5 and was used to 390 

calculate noise parameters for the final assembly. Optical map assemblies from Express 617 and R53 391 

were finally aligned to the Darmor-bzh reference using the runCharacterize script provided by Bionano 392 

Genomics, with the settings published by Kawakatsu et al. 49. The alignment was imported into 393 

Bionano IrysView (v2.5.1.29842) software for visualizing and detecting structural variations between 394 

Express 617, R53 and the Darmor-bzh B. napus reference genome. 395 

 396 

Genetic mapping and QTL analysis 397 

244 DH lines from the F1 of the cross Express 617 x R53 and the two parents were analyzed with the 398 

Brassica 60k Illumina Infinium array 26. DNA was extracted from leaves using the CTAB method 50 399 

and array genotyping assays were outsourced to TraitGenetics (Seeland, Germany). SNP calls with 400 

>85 % failed calls across all 244 genotypes were removed from further analyses. Also, SNP probe 401 

calls with >90 % or < 10% of a single allele across the population were removed, leaving a total of 402 

22,064 SNP markers. From these, 4,654 SNP probes (21.1%) showed a segregation pattern with one 403 

allele displaying a failed call and 17,410 SNP probes showed a normal biallelic segregation. A “SNaP 404 

map” was created from all quality-filtered 22,064 markers (2,714 marker bins), including biallelic and 405 

presence/absence polymorphisms, while a “SNP map” was created using only the 17,410 markers 406 

showing presence/presence polymorphism (2,176 marker bins). Genetic maps were created using the 407 

software MSTMap 51 applying the kosambi distance function and a cut-off p value of 10-30. QTL 408 

analyses were performed using the software QGene 4.3.9 and 4.4.0 52 applying composite interval 409 

mapping with a scan interval of 1 milliMorgan and automatic forward cofactor selection. Mean 410 

normalized AUDPC values from the four V. longisporum greenhouse resistance screenings were used 411 

as trait input data 45. 412 

 413 

Genome-wide association studies 414 

The NAM panel was also genotyped using the 60K Illumina Infinium Brassica SNP array as described 415 

above and data was filtered according to Gabur et al. 24. Using the Darmor-bzh reference v4.1 we 416 

anchored 28,073 SNP markers by BLASTn using CLC Genomics Workbench v. 9.0 (Qiagen 417 

Bioinformatics). The SNP map contained 18,068 markers, the SNaP map contained 21,695 markers. 418 

Association analyses were conducted using the R package GenABEL 53. A mixed linear model 419 

approach that increases detection power 54 was adjusted for population stratification by including the 420 

kinship matrix and the first two principal components as covariates 55. Stringent significance cutoff 421 

values were set at a false discovery rate (FDR) correction of 10% 56. To reduce the type II error rate, 422 
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we also captured the SNP-trait associations for disease resistance using an arbitrary threshold of –423 

log10(p) ≥ 3. 424 

 425 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis and haplotype construction 426 

Whole genome linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated using the squared allele-frequency 427 

correlations (r2) between pairs of SNPs. Only markers with a maximum of 10% missing data and MAF 428 

≥ 0.05 were included in the analysis. Haplotype patterns were assessed for SNP and SNaP markers that 429 

showed significant marker trait association at the adjusted Bonferroni threshold of –log10(P-value) ≥ 430 

4.33. Haplotype blocks were defined with the confidence interval method described by Gabriel et al. 57 431 

in Haploview version 4.2 58 and visualized with the R package LDheatmap 59.  432 

 433 

Resequencing and coverage analysis 434 

The Illumina 250 bp paired-end raw sequencing data for the two parents of the biparental population, 435 

Express 617 and R53, was described previously by Stein et al. 60, while Illumina 100 bp paired-end 436 

raw sequencing data for the 6 NAM parents was described by Schmutzer et al. 29. Sequences were 437 

aligned to the Darmor-bzh v. 4.1 reference using CLC Genomics Workbench v. 9.0 (Qiagen 438 

Bioinformatics). Genes from QTL regions were classified as affected or not affected by 439 

presence/absence variation based on coverage analysis of the WGS data from the parental lines. 440 

Coverage differences were calculated using the bedtools software package v. 2.27.0 with 441 

multiBamCov. A minimum cutout threshold of 1.5 aligned reads was used to differentiate between 442 

gene presence and absence. The threshold was selected using PCR data for calibration available for the 443 

six NAM parental lines from Gabur et al. 24. Additionally, we used the SGSGeneLoss v0.1 described 444 

by Golicz et al. 30. The visualization in Figure 1 was performed using the software MapChart v.2.3, 445 

while Figure 3 was generated using CLC Genomics Workbench 9 track lists.  Identification of 446 

homoeologous exchanges (HE) was performed using the method described by Samans et al. 18. The 447 

visualization in Figure 4 was generated partly by using the R package ‘gsrc’ 32.  448 

 449 

Gene ontology enrichment analyses  450 

101,039 Darmor-bzh peptide sequences (Brassica_napus.annotation_v5.pep.fa.gz) downloaded from 451 

http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/data/ were used as input for Blast2Go v. 4.1.9 to produce 452 

gene ontology information for all B. napus genes. The R package topGO v1.0 61 was used for gene 453 

ontology enrichment analysis.  454 
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 476 

Figure Legends 477 

Figure 1. Genetic and physical localisation of biallelic SNP and presence/absence SNaP markers in 478 

relation to two V. longisporum resistance QTL on chromosome A03 in the population ExR53-DH and 479 

its parents. (a) Genetic linkage maps showing positions of biallelic SNP (black) and SNaP (red) 480 

markers. Green lines connect consensus markers between the different map versions. (b) Positions of 481 

SNP probe sequences anchored by BLASTn to the Darmor-bzh  reference sequence. (c) Optical 482 

Bionano genome maps (blue) of the two parental lines Express 617 and R53 aligned to the Darmor-bzh 483 

reference sequence (green). The pink lines connect marker positions flanking QTL regions in the 484 

SNaP map, the physical map and the optical maps (c). No resistance QTL were detected using the 485 

genetic SNP map. 486 

 487 

Figure 2. Comparison of QTL positions (in Mbp anchored to Darmor-bzh) obtained by QTL mapping 488 

in the biparental population ExR53-DH using maps produced using only SNP markers (light green, 489 

hatched) and SNP plus SNaP markers (dark green, hatched), and by GWAS in a NAM panel with 5 490 

subpopulations using maps produced using only SNP markers (light blue, solid) and SNP plus SNaP 491 

markers (dark blue, solid). Red boxes indicate QTL regions overlapping in biparental QTL and GWAS 492 

multi-parental mapping. 493 

 494 
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Figure 3. Comparison of SNP/SNaP marker polymorphism, sequence coverage and gene content at 495 

the co-localizing QTL CoLOC1 on B. napus chromosome A03. (a) Positions of QTL for V. 496 

longisporum resistance in the NAM panel (purple) and in the biparental mapping population ExR53-497 

DH (green). (b) Chromosome interval and annotated genes in the QTL region in the B. napus Darmor-498 

bzh v4.1 reference genome. (c) Allele patterns of reference-anchored markers in parents of six NAM 499 

subpopulations along with resequencing coverage data in the six parents. Red boxes indicate 500 

confirmed segmental deletions involving genes. Failed alleles represent SNaP (absence) alleles in 501 

susceptible parents. 502 

 503 

Supplementary Figure Legends 504 

Supplementary Figure S1. Comparison of genome-anchored 60k Illumina Infinium array 505 

polymorphic marker data (a) (4 and 12 replicated samples) with genome-anchored Optical Mapping 506 

Bionano data for parental genotypes Express617 and R53 for a 3.4 Mbp section from the end of 507 

chromosome C01. Consecutively anchored failed calls (grey boxes) in (a) and missing optical mapping 508 

molecule alignment (no blue bars) in (b) indicate long-range deletions (absence) in Express617 or 509 

R53. 510 

 511 

Supplementary Figure S2. GWAS for V. longisporum resistance in NAM population comparing 512 

SNP map with SNaP map. 513 

 514 

Supplementary Figure S3. Comparison of (a) failed SNaP calls in array genotyping data in red with 515 

(b) whole genome sequence coverage data analyses marking deleted regions (red), and homeologous 516 

exchanges with duplications in the A genome (light blue) and homeologous exchanges with 517 

duplications in the C genome (dark blue) for 6 NAM parental lines.  518 

 519 

Table Legends 520 

Table 1. Comparison of QTL locations detected by biparental QTL mapping in ExR53-DH and by 521 

GWAS in a NAM panel using SNP and SNaP markers. 522 

 523 

Supplementary Table Legends 524 
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Supplementary Table S1. Comparison of QTL for V. longisporum resistance detected by using a 525 

genetic map from ExR53-DH population produced from Single Nulceotide Polymorphism (SNP) 526 

markers and a genetic map produced by using additional Single Nucleotide absence Polymorphism 527 

(SNaP) markers. 528 

Supplementary Table S2. SNP and SNaP markers associated with V. longisporum resistance in 529 

GWAS for a NAM panel. 530 

Supplementary Table S3. Co-localising QTL regions between the ExR53-DH and NAM panels. 531 

Supplementary Table S4. Gene Ontology enrichment analysis using topGO for genes harboured in 532 

QTL regions in the biparental (ExR53-DH) and multi-parental (NAM) populations and for the 533 

overlapping QTL regions for both populations. 534 

Supplementary Table S5. Gene annotation for QTL intervals co-localizing for biparental QTL 535 

mapping in ExR53-DH population and multi-parental GWAS QTL mapping in NAM population. 536 

Supplementary Table S6. Raw data accquisitaion from Bionano optical genome mapping for two 537 

parents of mapping population ExR53-DH. 538 

Supplementary Table S7. Comparison of SNP/SNaP marker patters in ExR53-DH with BioNano 539 

optical Mapping coverage in parents for V. longisporum QTL regions. 540 

Supplementary Table S8. Comparison of SNP/SNaP marker patters in NAM population with whole 541 

genome sequencing (WGS) coverage in parents for V. longisporum QTL regions. 542 

Supplementary Table S9. Comparison of SNP/SNaP marker patters in ExR53-DH with WGS 543 

coverage in parents for V. longisporum QTL regions. 544 

Supplementary Table S10: PAV and Homoelougous exchanges (HE) analysis on WGS coverage 545 

data of parental lines for genes harboured in QTL regions in the biparental (ExR53-DH) and 546 

multiparental (NAM) populations and for the overlapping QTL regions for both populations 547 
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Tables 548 

 549 

Table 1. Comparison of QTL locations detected by biparental QTL mapping in ExR53-DH and by GWAS in a NAM panel using SNP and SNaP markers. 550 

chromosome 

QTL ID in 

biparental 

population 

Start position 

of QTL interval 

in ExR53-DH 

Stop position 

of QTL in 

ExR53-DH 

Size of QTL 

interval 

 (bp) 

QTL ID in  

NAM  

population 

Start position of 

QTL LD block in 

NAM population 

Stop position of 

QTL LD block in 

NAM population 

Size of LD 

block  

(bp) 

chrA03 q23k-BP-A3-1 7,963,059 11,419,476 3,456,417 q22k-NAM-A3-2 10,075,388 10,458,202 382,814 

chrA05 q23k-BP-A5-2 2,357,535 2,473,365 115,830 q22k-NAM-A5 2,384,153 2,808,636 424,483 

chrC05 

q23k-BP-C5-1 

and 

q23k-BP-C5-2 

3,670,200 

and 

3,688,115 

3,672,842 

and 

3,949,617 

2,642 

and 

261,502 q22k-NAM-C5-2 3,089,132 3,698,279 609,147 

chrC08 q23k-BP-C8 801,925 13,488,675 12,686,750 q22k-NAM-C8 12,201,749 12,596,542 394,793 
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Figures  
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Figure 1. Genetic and physical localisation of biallelic SNP and presence/absence SNaP markers in relation to two V. longisporum resistance QTL on 551 

chromosome A03 in the population ExR53-DH and its parents. (a) Genetic linkage maps showing positions of biallelic SNP (black) and SNaP (red) markers. 552 

Green lines connect consensus markers between the different map versions. (b) Positions of SNP probe sequences anchored by BLASTn to the Darmor-bzh  553 

reference sequence. (c) Optical Bionano genome maps (blue) of the two parental lines Express 617 and R53 aligned to the Darmor-bzh reference sequence 554 

(green). The pink lines connect marker positions flanking QTL regions in the SNaP map, the physical map and the optical maps (c). No resistance QTL were 555 

detected using the genetic SNP map. 556 

 557 
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Figure 2. Comparison of QTL positions (in Mbp anchored to Darmor-bzh) obtained by QTL mapping 558 

in the biparental population ExR53-DH using maps produced using only SNP markers (light green, 559 

hatched) and SNP plus SNaP markers (dark green, hatched), and by GWAS in a NAM panel with 5 560 

subpopulations using maps produced using only SNP markers (light blue, solid) and SNP plus SNaP 561 

markers (dark blue, solid). Red boxes indicate QTL regions overlapping in biparental QTL and GWAS 562 

multi-parental mapping. 563 
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 564 

Figure 3. Comparison of SNP/SNaP marker polymorphism, sequence coverage and gene content at 565 

the co-localizing QTL CoLOC1 on B. napus chromosome A03. (a) Positions of QTL for V. 566 

longisporum resistance in the NAM panel (purple) and in the biparental mapping population ExR53-567 

DH (green). (b) Chromosome interval and annotated genes in the QTL region in the B. napus Darmor-568 

bzh v4.1 reference genome. (c) Allele patterns of reference-anchored markers in parents of six NAM 569 

subpopulations along with resequencing coverage data in the six parents. Red boxes indicate 570 

confirmed segmental deletions involving genes. Failed alleles represent SNaP (absence) alleles in 571 

susceptible parents572 

573 
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5.1 Evaluating structural variation in oilseed rape 

In the last few decades, molecular genetics and genome analysis techniques have played an 

important role in detection of genome structural variations and demonstrated that breeding 

efforts should consider these types of variations. The recent development of simple, cost-

efficient, high-throughput SNP marker assays, new sequencing technologies, high-density 

genetic and physical mapping resources for major crop species today enables direct linkage of 

SV to important agricultural crop traits. More detailed studies will likely lead to the discovery 

of many genomic regions involved in important traits and improve our understanding of the 

genetics, inheritance and variation for small, medium and large-scale genome modifications in 

crops. Already by using these new tools, a number of recent studies have demonstrated that 

SV within genes are associated with selected gene families and important traits in plants, and 

particularly in some polyploid crops.  

This thesis hypothesized that presence/absence variation (PAV) – particularly involving genes 

– is more widespread in the allopolyploid genome of Brassica napus (oilseed rape) than 

previously assumed (Chapter 2), and that it affects a large proportion of genes, across the 

whole genome, with a broad impact on agronomical important traits. As an example for an 

important polygenic trait complex, quantitative disease resistances against three major fungal 

pathogens were associated with SV in populations of structurally rearranged B. napus 

breeding lines. In chapter 3, a simple strategy was developed to extract valuable SV 

information from high-density SNP hybridization array data, by distinguishing failed SNP 

calls associated with genuine presence/absence variants from random technical failures of 

SNP assays and using them for QTL mapping. Moreover, to demonstrate that genome PAV 

commonly extends to long-range gene PAV, complementary technologies (Optical mapping 
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and genome-wide resequencing coverage analysis) were used for parental lines of two very 

diverse mapping populations (Chapter 4). 

Whole-genome duplication (WGD) or polyploidization determines small, medium or long-

range structural variation in plant genomes and is followed by gene diversification and 

specialisation. This is a process that may shape the evolutionary history of many wild and 

cultivated plant species which undergo artificial and/or natural selection (Panchy et al., 2016). 

Although it is known that polyploidization is a major driver of gene diversification, genes in 

plant species can also be duplicated by other mechanisms, such as tandem duplication, 

transposon-mediated duplication or segmental duplication. In the literature, different terms 

have been used frequently to define various genomic duplications and structural variations 

bigger that 1kb in size (Saxena et al., 2014). Extensive genome structural variation is 

considered in some publications as a widespread phenomenon and its full extent is not always 

completely revealed by pangenome studies (Dolatabadian et al., 2017). The recent 

allopolyploid crop species B. napus shows a strong abundance of SV and genomic 

rearrangements (Samans et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2018). Nowadays, scientists have the 

ability to extract presence/absence or copy-number polymorphic marker calls using cost-

effective genotyping array data (Grandke et al., 2017), or whole-genome sequencing data. 

Such methods were used in high-throughput discovery of trait-associated gene presence-

absence variations of selected gene families in other polyploid crops like wheat, which is 

known to exhibit structural variations for a number of important agricultural traits (Nishida et 

al., 2013; Würschum et al., 2015, 2017). 

The newest technological breakthroughs in whole-genome sequencing are still comparatively 

costly, but genome assemblies and resequencing have already contributed to substantial 

advances in crop genetics and breeding. The availability of reference genome sequences from 
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many plant species enables new insights into the genetic architecture and abundance of SV 

within and across species. The use of high-throughput SNP marker assays for detection of 

structural variations in complex plant genomes represents a cost-efficient solution to SV 

analysis in large populations. In this thesis, chapter 3 demonstrated that biotic stress tolerance 

is commonly associated with inheritable single nucleotide presence/absence polymorphism 

(SNaP) in segregating bi- or multi-parental breeding populations. Instead of discarding SNP 

array data due to excessive missing data, these markers could be recovered from the dataset 

using an analysis of the segregation patters of a missing allele coming from a parental line. 

Subsequently, the use of these markers in genetic mapping increased the detection of regions 

under directional selection for disease resistance. Results indicate that some disease resistance 

QTL are located in chromosome regions undetectable by SNP markers alone and will thus 

remain undiscovered in traditional SNP array-based genome wide studies. Similar results 

were obtained for bi- and multi-parental populations using markers anchored to the B. napus 

Darmor-bzh reference genome (Chalhoub et al., 2014). In general, additional detected QTL 

regions contained either few or only SNaP markers which were anchored in consecutive order 

in Darmor-bzh, suggesting that these QTL are genuinely in deleted genome regions affected 

by medium to long-range PAV and have a significant effect on quantitative disease resistance 

mapping (Mason et al., 2017). Whole genome sequencing data for single B. napus genotypes 

has been used to describe similar large-scale presence-absence events (Chalhoub et al., 2014; 

Samans et al., 2017; Hurgobin et al., 2017), which occur commonly in the allopolyploid B. 

napus genome due to a high incidence of homoeologous exchanges following 

allopolyploidization between the the A and C diploid progenitor subgenomes (Chalhoub et al., 

2014).  

Detailed analysis of raw Brassica 60K Illumina Infinium™ SNP genotyping array data for 

polymorphic SNP probes displaying one allele as a ‘failed’ call revealed a segregation pattern 
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in the ExR53-DH and the NAM mapping populations. This segregation patterns corresponds 

to a presence/absence polymorphism. More than 10,005 SNP markers were removed during 

this standard quality filtering for low frequency of failed calls and minor allele. Among the 

excluded SNPs, presence-absence segregation patterns were consistent from a number of 

3,627 SNaPs in the NAM panel and 4,657 SNaPs in the ExR53 population. All markers 

identified using segregation patters were recovered and included in further analysis. For the 

bi-parental population, two distinct genetic maps were produced, one using only 17,626 SNP 

markers (2,176 bins) and one using 22,283 SNP and SNaP markers (2,714 bins), respectively. 

Comparative analysis of the two maps revealed that large chromosomal regions were not 

covered in the genetic map that was produces only with SNP markers, leading to a higher map 

resolution and identification of QTL not previously detected. These undiscovered 

chromosome regions may contain important genes with a high influence on quantitative 

disease resistance.  

 

5.2 Linking structural variation with disease resistance QTL in oilseed rape 

Most important agronomical traits show a complex, quantitative inheritance. This limits the 

effectiveness of marker-assisted selection applications in breeding programs where 

identification of major genes and markers involved in complex traits is crucial.  

Linkage-based mapping of QTL regions and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are 

complementary approaches commonly used for deciphering quantitative traits. In this study, 

multi-environment disease screening of three major fungal pathogens of oilseed rape was 

done in a bi-parental segregating population derived from the elite cultivar Express and the 

resynthesized genotype R53 (ExR53; Obermeier et al., 2013) and in a segregating NAM 

population from crosses of a common elite B. napus parental line, DH5ON, with five 
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synthetic oilseed rape recurrent parental genotypes (Snowdon et al., 2015). Available 

phenotyping data was used to obtain a wide overview of the genomic regions involved in 

qualitative and quantitative disease resistance.  

In the ExR53 population, QTL mapping using genetic maps with SNaP markers increased the 

total number of detectable QTL from 5 to 17, indicating an improved QTL detection power. 

Moreover, genetic map resolution was influenced positively. Furthermore, a small number of 

detected QTL contained exclusively SNaP markers, while others contained only SNP 

markers. Interestingly, a large number of QTL intervals were spanning on large genome areas 

and contained marker clusters with both SNP and SNaP markers.  

Genome-wide association studies for disease resistance was performed in the NAM panel 

using (1) only SNP markers, and (2) SNP plus SNaP markers that were physically anchored 

on the B. napus Darmor-bzh reference genome (Chalhoub et al., 2014; Mason et al., 2017). 

Comparative GWAS revealed a medium number of SNP-trait associations, whereas after 

addition of SNaP markers the total number of significant associations increased considerably. 

For example, for Verticillium stem striping the total number significant markers increased 

from 18 to 41, while for blackleg the number increased from 65 to 153 and for Sclerotiania 

stem rot the number increased from 47 to 65. Surprisingly, new QTL for disease resistance 

were also identified, suggesting that genomic regions influencing quantitative disease 

resistance are affected by SV in oilseed rape.  

Short-range Illumina and long-range BioNano optical mapping sequencing data combined 

with Illumina Infinium hybridization array data provided new insights into the importance of 

SV for disease resistance. Collectively these findings indicate that SV is common and a 

prevalent phenomenon of qualitative and quantitative disease resistance in the recent 

allopolyploid B. napus genome.  
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Intra-species gene presence-absence variation been reported in many plant species, but it is 

still unclear what kind of genes and agronomic important traits are predominantly affected. In 

polyploid crop genomes, pangenomic studies in large genotype collections are an important 

tool for comprehensive genome-wide gene PAV analysis. Detailed reports were published 

both for model species (Tan et al., 2012) and for crop species with relative small genomes, 

such as rice (Zhao et al., 2018). In crops like rapeseed with more complex genomes, large 

populations were analysed for selected resistance copy-number gene variations (Dolatabadian 

et al., 2017) or for targeted sequence capture studies (Schiessl et al., 2017a,b), Beló et al. 

(2010) used comparative genomic hybridization arrays in maize for detailed genome-wide SV 

analysis, while Darracq et al. (2018) discovered CNV between 100 analyzed genotypes across 

more than 90% of the maize genome. For oilseed rape, Hurgobin et al. (2018) reported that 

38% of all genes were affected by presence-absence variation in a diversity set of 53 

genotypes. SV was reported to have particular relevance for disease resistance, but also in 

important agronomical traits. Structural variation associated with agronomical important traits 

of oilseed rape has been suggested previously using data from the Brassica Illumina 60K SNP 

array (Qian et al., 2016; Mason et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2017). 

Disease resistance QTL detected in this study correspond to some previously identified and 

important genomic regions known to confer resistance. In literature, blackleg studies using bi-

parental crosses and diverse germplasm sets have identified a major loci with qualitative 

inheritance (Raman et al., 2012; Delourme et al., 2014; Larkan et al., 2014; Kumar et al., 

2018) as well as multiple QTL involved in disease resistance (Delourme et al., 2006; Jestin et 

al., 2011; Fopa Fomeju et al., 2014; Fomeju et al., 2015; Larkan et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 

2018). However, direct comparison of genomic regions with the QTL identified in this study 

is difficult, as previously published articles used different marker types for genetic mapping. 

From around 50 blackleg resistance QTL reported, only 7 coincide with previously mapped 
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major Rlm and quantitative resistance loci anchoring to the reference genome Darmor-bzh 

(Larkan et al., 2014, 2016; Raman et al., 2012, 2016; Luo et al., 2017). Sclerotinia stem rot 

partial resistance has been mapped in very diverse Chinese semi-winter oilseed rape 

genotypes (Zhao et al., 2006) and spring-type oilseed rape genotypes from China and 

Australia (Li et al., 2015). Published QTL mapping results reported many disease resistance 

loci responsible for partial resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot in numerous DH populations 

(Zhao et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2017) and in a diversity panel 

(Wei et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016). In total, only 7 QTL (out of 57 QTL) were identical 

between the present study and these previous mapping studies. In contrast, a major QTL on B. 

napus chromosome C05 for Verticillium stem striping resistance (Rygulla et al., 2008; 

Obermeier et al., 2013) could be confirmed in the present study. 

In case of gene-for-gene interaction, plant disease resistance is determined by resistance (R) 

genes that trigger defence responses when an avirulence (Avr) protein from the invading 

pathogen is detected. This interaction can be disrupted by mutations that occur either in plant 

R gene or in the fungal Avr gene (Bonas and Lahaye, 2002). Presence-absence 

polymorphisms associated with R genes are considered common and may affect about 20% of 

R-genes in the model (Arabidopsis) and cultivated plant species (rice) (Shen et al., 2006). 

Moreover, when plants that carry race-specific R-genes are grown in the absence of 

pathogens, a fitness penalty of up to 10% has been reported (Tian et al., 2003; MacQueen & 

Bergelson, 2016). Especially for nucleotide binding site-leucine-rich repeat (NLR) resistance 

genes, numerous studies have shown that fitness costs can lead to multiplication and deletion 

of gene family members, particularly in A. thaliana (Tan et al., 2012; Borrelli et al., 2018) but 

also for oilseed rape (Chalhoub et al., 2014; Samans et al., 2017). Thus, deletion of R genes 

can be considered as a common feature of crop disease resistance. The findings in the present 

studies are consistent with the results in the literature, as the majority of failed SNaP alleles 
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correspond to gene loss of function and susceptibility to pathogens. In contrast, however, for 

Sclerotinia stem rot, 6% of failed marker calls were associated with resistance to fungal 

attacks, indicating a deletion of a plant factor that allowed the pathogen to infect. Uppalapati 

et al. (2012) reported that a homozygous mutations of the irg1 gene (inhibitor of rust germ 

tube differentiation 1) determinates a less efficient development of germ tubes of the Asian 

soybean rust and two other fungal pathogens on the leaves of Medicago truncatula. The irg1 

gene is involved in wax accumulation on the leaf surface. Generally, association of deletions 

with resistance is considered a rare phenomenon, while a loss of function is typically 

recessive and in heterozygous genotypes resistance can be masked by the dominant allele or 

by a dosage effect. Two clusters of TIR-NBS-LRR genes were deleted from this QTL region 

in natural B. napus compared to synthetic B. napus accessions (Samans et al., 2017). The 

same QTL region on chromosome C09 contains typical R genes affected by structural 

variations. Moreover, results clearly show that gene PAV events within resistance QTL 

regions are not limited to clusters of typical R genes, but are widespread and affect very 

diverse gene families. By detecting deletions associated with susceptibility or resistance for 

blackleg disease, Sclerotinia stem rot and Verticillium stem striping resistance, this study 

demonstrated the usefulness of SNaP markers to map genomic regions and QTL that were 

previously not detected. Analyses of gene PAV associated with resistance QTL is another 

promising new approach to deciphering the genetic basis of quantitative resistances in oilseed 

rape. Hence, inclusion of SV studies in traditional genetic mapping, QTL analyses and 

breeding could prove to be of great interest for oilseed rape breeders. Offspring of 

resynthesized B. napus with high incidence of SV may therefore have an increased potential 

for use in disease resistance breeding of modern oilseed cultivars. 
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5.3 Conclusions and future prospects 

Overall, this thesis describes the effect of genome-wide structural variation on qualitative and 

quantitative disease resistance in oilseed rape. Identifying the extent and impact of SV is 

becoming more feasible in crop genomes with ongoing advances in high-throughput 

genotyping and genome sequencing technologies. Corresponding tools are today available for 

all major crop plants, enabling cheap and ultra-fast analysis of whole-genome SV and marker 

profiling in large populations and generation of accurate, long sequence reads on a genome-

wide scale. Within the framework of this dissertation, it is shown that SNP genotyping data 

could be used efficiently to map genomic regions involved in disease resistance of oilseed 

rape to three major fungal pathogens. Confirmation that gene presence/absence variation 

strongly affects genes within confidence intervals for major fungal disease resistance in 

oilseed rape, and use of presence/absence markers in QTL mapping facilitated immediate 

resolution of important QTL to just a few candidate genes.  Identified major disease resistance 

QTL and candidate genes can be potentially used by breeders to reinstate genetic resistance 

into European elite cultivars. Furthermore, loci responsible for multiple disease resistances 

from resynthesized B. napus lines could provide an opportunity to increase the diversity in the 

oilseed rape gene pool, while maintaining desired characteristics. Candidate genes for multi-

disease resistance to major fungal pathogens represent ideal targets for further functional 

validations. 

In the near future our insight into the prevalence of SV on important agronomic traits will 

continue to grow. Understanding the contribution of gene deletions/duplications to traits will 

be an important factor in improving the accuracy and efficacy of many new genetic 

technologies in plant breeding. This thesis opens new opportunities to learn from adaptive 

evolution of a recent polyploid crop species in order to improve crop resilience against biotic 
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constraints. Harnessing and exploiting SV may be a key component in future breeding of 

sustainable, resilient crops, and can advance our understanding of the inheritance of complex 

quantitative traits in polyploid crops. The thesis findings contribute unique and valuable 

examples of how structural variation influences agronomic traits in a major crop and how this 

phenomenon can be incorporated in molecular plant breeding.  
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Brassica napus L. (oilseed rape/canola) originated through spontaneous interspecific 

hybridisation between turnip rape (Brassica rapa L., syn. campestris; genome AA, 2n = 20) 

and cabbage (Brassica oleracea L.; genome CC, 2n = 18), resulting in an amphidiploid 

genome comprising the full chromosome complements of its two progenitors. Because no 

wild B. napus forms are known, it is assumed that the species arose relatively recently, when 

the parental species began being cultivated in geographical proximity due to anthropogenic 

influences. The occurrence of spontaneous chromosome doubling in crosses among closely 

related Brassica diploid species and the high homoeology between the diploid progenitor 

genomes (A and C subgenomes) have led to extensive structural genome variation within the 

crop genome. New genotyping methods that can generate large datasets from individual 

genotypes are available nowadays also for oilseed rape. Technologies like the 60k Illumina 

SNP array, short-read next-generation sequencing and long-read 3rd generation sequencing 

can provide valuable, extremely detailed insight into genome structural rearrangements 

generated during interspecific hybridisation between related diploid species. The impact of 

genome wide structural variations on plant phenotypes is of crucial importance to scientists 

and plant breeders in order to optimize parental crosses with maximal genetic gain.  

To address this issue, the thesis describes effects of small and long range structural variation 

on three major fungal pathogens of oilseed rape. A diverse nested association mapping 

(NAM) population of 200 lines, representing crosses among five resynthesized B. napus 

accessions with a common elite B. napus donor, was genotyped using the 60K single-

nucleotide-polymorphism (SNP) Infinium array. Phenotypic evaluations for disease resistance 

to Phoma stem canker/blackleg (Leptosphaeria maculans), Sclerotinia stem rot (Sclerotinia 

sclerotiorum) and Verticillium stem striping (Verticillium longisporum) were performed in 

greenhouse experiments and field trails across France and Germany in order to identify 

qualitative and quantitative resistances. After analysis on population structure, detailed 
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measurements of genetic diversity and linkage disequilibrium, a genome-wide association 

study (GWAS) was performed for each disease. Major QTL regions were identified on 

various chromosomes that were highly associated to disease resistance. Additionally, the 

presence of co-localising QTL regions among the three studied pathogens was observed, 

indicating putative multiple-disease resistance mechanisms.  

The key finding of the dissertation is a novel strategy to recover valuable information from 

single nucleotide absence polymorphisms (SNaP) by population-based quality filtering of 

SNP hybridization data to distinguish patterns associated with genuine deletions from those 

caused by technical failures. Standard data quality filtering approaches can remove large 

numbers of potentially useful marker information that can mask QTL caused by structural 

variations. I reveal that including SNaP markers in genetic analyses elucidate segregation of 

small to large-scale structural variants in nested association mapping populations of oilseed 

rape. Including SNaP markers in genome wide association studies identified numerous new 

quantitative trait loci, invisible using SNP markers alone, for resistance to three major fungal 

diseases of oilseed rape. The thesis results indicate that presence-absence variation has a 

strong influence on quantitative disease resistance in B. napus and that SNaP analysis using 

cost-effective SNP array data can provide extensive added value from ‘missing data’. For 

blackleg disease, 50 QTL were mapped in this study using SNP and SNaP markers. Partial 

resistance to Sclerotinia stem rot was found, and 37 QTL were mapped using SNP and SNaP 

markers. From these, only seven were previously reported in the literature. After adding SNaP 

markers, a 1.6 -to 3.5-fold increase in detected QTL regions associated with blackleg and 

Sclerotinia stem rot resistance was observed, corresponding to a total of 57 new QTL 

detected. Most of the additional QTL for V. longisporum resistance detected in the NAM 

panel contained only SNaP markers (18 out of 28 QTL), suggesting that regions affected by 

long-range presence/absence variation strongly affect quantitative disease resistance. Re-
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analysis and integration of SNP array data, short-range next generation sequencing data and 

long-range BioNano optical mapping data with QTL data provided new insights into the 

importance of structural variations for disease resistance expression against major fungal 

pathogens of oilseed rape.  

The frequent localization of new QTL in regions affected by structural genome variations 

confirms the hypothesis that copy-number and presence-absence variations have particular 

relevance for disease resistance. Offspring of resynthesized B. napus with high rates of 

presence–absence and other structural variations may therefore have an increased potential for 

use in resistance breeding of B. napus. This strategy might also be applicable for improving 

the precision of genetic mapping in many important crop species. 
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